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Abstract

Application-specific parsing can be used to extract application data presented in a

format that is customized to a particular application. Effective parsing of application

data found in network traffic sets a solid ground to develop application-level traffic

analysis software. An example application of application-level traffic analysis software

is an intrusion detection system that works at the application-level. In this thesis,

we present our work on message categorization and targeted parsing of text-based

network protocol messages. We categorize protocol messages into types and parse

each message with a parser targeted for that type of messages. We created a parser

specification language to automatically generate custom parsers. The specification

language is used to define the types of protocol messages, names of the grammars to

be used for parsing, application data parts of a message and functions to be applied

on the parsed data. We use the parser generation framework ANTLR to generate

parsers for our system. We tested our parser approach on network traffic generated

by four different applications running over text-based protocols. Our parser was able

to parse any application data found in the network traffic. We created a Constraint

Engine to demonstrate how our parsing system can be used to validate application-

level constraints on network traffic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software applications communicate with remote hosts by using network protocols such

as HTTP [10]. An application running on a network presents its data in a format

that is specific to that application. A listener monitoring the traffic of a network can

parse a protocol message. However, the format of the application data within the

protocol messages is often incomprehensible. It is important to be able to parse the

application data found in the protocol messages to perform application-level analysis

of network traffic. Application-level data analysis can be used for network monitors

such as an intrusion detection system (IDS).

Parsing application data from network protocols has been adopted in many ap-

proaches. An interesting approach is presented in the work done by Kam and

Dean [20]. Kam and Dean develop a linguistic security tester for text-based net-

work protocols. Their approach is based on automatically mutating network protocol

messages and testing the ability of an application to handle the mutated messages.

Kam and Dean parse the messages of text-based protocols in order to create mutated

clones of protocol messages. However, the specification language used by Kam and

Dean is specific to applications built over HTTP and assumes the application data to
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be in a particular format. In addition, the approach by Kam and Dean is designed

for offline use. To apply the parser in an time sensitive application such as an IDS,

we need an approach that can work in real-time.

Our research group is working on an IDS for limited networks [16]. A key compo-

nent of the IDS is the network data parser. El Shakankiry et al. [7] worked on parsing

binary network protocols and developed an approach for deep packet inspection to

parse binary data. Binary network protocols, such as the RTPS protocol [31], are

used for communication of binary data between hosts. However, the IDS has to sup-

port text-based protocols such as HTTP [10] and SMTP [28]. One of the purposes of

our work is to augment text-based protocol handling to the existing IDS.

In this thesis, we present an approach to parse text-based network protocol mes-

sages. We build a framework for generating fully customizable application-specific

parsers. Our parsers are able to parse application data found in network traffic that

is presented in an application-specific format. We categorize protocol messages into

different message types and parse each type with a parser specific to that type. We

created a specification language to generate parsers from our framework. We test our

parser on traffic generated by different applications that communicate over text-based

network protocols. The traffic we tested with was generated by phpBB, phpMyAdmin

and GraphDB, all of which communicate using the HTTP protocol. We also tested

parsing traffic generated by SquirrelMail, an email server that uses SMTP for its

network communication. Our parser was able to extract application-level data from

the network traffic. We were able to extract usernames, passwords, email messages,

database queries and other application-level data sent over a network by applications.
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Our parser framework can be used for real-time application-level analysis of net-

work traffic. Such a functionality is important in an application-level IDS. An IDS

can use the parsed application data to evaluate the behavior of applications running

over a network. We provide a constraint engine to show the functionality of our parser

in an intrusion detection scenario. Our constraint engine evaluates the application

data according to predefined constraints and raises alerts on any constraint violation.

We developed three application constraints for phpBB to use in our demonstration.

1.1 Motivational Aspects

High profile networks are vulnerable to cyber attacks even if they were disconnected

from the internet. Cyber attacks are always evolving and becoming more and more

sophisticated year after year [1]. Networks that are found in Air Traffic Control

(ATC) systems, power facilities, factories and many other high-profile systems that

can lead to catastrophic outcomes if they were attacked effectively. Malicious and

sophisticated attackers were able to break into extremely secure, air-gapped networks

and inflict a lot of damage.

An interesting example of such attacks is the case of Stuxnet [9]. The Stuxnet

worm was found in the wild in 2010 and it is believed that its development started back

in 2005. Stuxnet was the first digital weapon ever documented. Its primary target

is a nuclear facility in Iran. To be more specific, Stuxnet’s payload was targeted at

the programmable logic controllers (PLCs) that controlled the uranium centrifuges

in an Iranian nuclear facility. It overloaded the centrifuges to physically damage

the machinery while at the same time it compromised the monitoring system of those

centrifuges so that it always showed the facility’s workers that there were no problems.
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What is more impressive about Stuxnet is how it was able to gain access to an

air-gapped network. Stuxnet made use of four different zero-day vulnerabilities. A

zero-day vulnerability is a vulnerability that has not been discovered and published

and therefore, there is no patch or fix for it. Stuxnet used zero-day exploits to

propagate through networks and USB drives and also escalate privileges on machines

it reaches. Stuxnet was deployed in the wild, an act that can be done by spreading

USB sticks that contain the virus in public areas. The worm then kept propagating

through different machines until it reached a USB drive of one of the workers of the

targeted nuclear.

Stuxnet is not the only one of its kind. Other destructive worms were developed

such as Duqu, Flame and Gauss [1]. This phenomenon raises the awareness of security

professionals to come up with counter-measures for such attacks. One of the most

important approaches to dealing with these kind of worms is the usage of an IDS. A

conventional IDS relies on a database that contains signatures of previously discovered

attacks.

Conventional IDSs are not effective for worms like Stuxnet since Stuxnet uses

zero-day attacks. Hasan et al. [16] present an IDS that uses a constraint-based ap-

proach: Only traffic that abides to preset constraints are considered to be valid traffic.

Any violation of those constraints is immediately reported as an intrusion. Such an

approach can be overwhelmed with false-positives when applied to a network that

is connected to the internet due to the presence of an unlimited number of applica-

tions and network protocols. However, a constraint-based IDS is effective in limited

networks where the applications and network protocols used are all known by the

network administrator.
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The IDS developed by Hasan et al. currently only supports binary-based protocols.

In our work, we want to create a network traffic parser for text-based protocols that

can be used in an IDS such as the one developed by Hasan et al.

1.2 Thesis Contribution

The objective of our work is to develop a parser for application data found in text-

based protocol messages. The parsing system that we developed as part of this thesis

has three main contributions:

1. We present an approach to categorize text-based protocol messages into application-

specific message types.

2. We present an approach to parse categorized message elements with application-

specific parsers.

3. We present a parser specification language to generate custom parsers for ap-

plication data.

To develop our parser, we built a TCP stream assembler to convert network traf-

fic to their corresponding text format. Then, we parse the text representation of the

network traffic and categorize the messages into types according to their features.

We then extract parts of the categorized messages and parse the message parts with

application-specific parsers. We created a parser specification language to automat-

ically generate parsers for different applications running over text-based protocols.

We tested our generated parsers on traffic generated by four different applications

that run over HTTP and SMTP.
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We use our parser to demonstrate one of its applications in an example constraint

engine for intrusion detection. We manually develop the constraint engine for the

purpose of the demonstration. The constraint engine checks preset constraints against

the data parsed by our parser and flags any violation of constraints found in the parsed

data. The objective of the constraint engine is to show that our parsing framework is

applicable in an intrusion detection scenario. We manually develop three constraints

to use for our tests.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. We discuss the background knowledge required

to follow the thesis in Chapter 2. Then, we introduce an overview of our system in

Chapter 3. We then discuss the main contribution of our work, the parser, in Chap-

ter 4. In Chapter 5 we talk about the parser specifications language. We introduce

in Chapter 6 the constraint engine we developed to test our parser framework. We

show our tests and results in Chapter 7. Finally, we conclude this thesis and talk

about the future work in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we talk about different technologies that we used in our work. Then

we define terminologies that we refer to throughout the thesis to avoid any ambiguity

in our discussion. We then compare our work to related literature in the field.

2.1 Technologies Used

First, we will talk about the technologies used to develop our work.

ANTLR: ANTLR, created by Terence Parr [25], is a powerful parser generation

framework that can read, process, execute and translate both binary and text inputs.

ANTLR is written in Java and can generate parsers in Java, C++ and C#. Being

reliable and efficient, ANTLR is widely used to build languages, tools and frameworks

for both academic and industrial applications. Twitter [21] uses ANTLR to parse its

queries which are more than 2 billion a day [25]. ANTLR uses a grammar file in

EBNF [14] format to generate the parser. Our parser framework takes as input

ANTLR grammars. Each parser we generate needs at least two grammar files: one

generic grammar that represents a particular protocol, and at least one application-

specific grammar file. Listing 2.1 shows a simple ANTLR grammar file that will
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generate a parser that parses the word hello followed by an identifier.

Listing 2.1 An ANTLR Grammar Example.

1 // Define grammar Hello

2 grammar Hello;

3

4 // match string ‘hello ’

5 // followed by an identifier

6 main : ‘hello ’ ID;

7

8 // an identifier is any

9 // lower -case letter combination

10 ID : [a-z]+;

11

12 // skip parsing spaces ,

13 // tabs and new lines

14 WS : [ \t\n]+ -> skip;

On line 2, we specify the name of the grammar, in this case it is named Hello. Line 6

is the root node of our parse tree and it will always be referred to as main on our

implementation. Main consists of the word hello followed by an identifier which hello

will be in reference to. Line 10 defines the identifier, ID, as a combination of lower-

case letters. Finally, we specify to our parser to skip over spaces, tabs and new lines

on line 14.

In this example, the lexer and the parser are combined into one file. In our

framework, we divide the lexer and the parser into two separate files to make it more

modular and organized. All ANTLR files have a .g4 file extension.

We can use ANTLR to generate a parser for any grammar we provide. The

generated parser presented as C++ header and source files that can be imported

into any C++ project. ANTLR also generates a callback function for each symbol of

the input grammar. These callback functions can be used to access the content of a
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parsed node.

HTTP: We refer to HTTP many times throughout the thesis to drive meaningful

examples. HTTP is the protocol used to transfer data over the web [5]. We assume

a certain structure and terminology regarding HTTP that we explicitly specify here.

Consider the HTTP message shown in Figure 2.1.

GET /phpmyadmin/tbl_change.php HTTP/1.1

Host: localhost

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:64.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/64.0

Accept: */*

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

ceb44051fbc8aa2ea9a0802e35\%22\%2C\%22payload\%22\%

3A\%22zl2omuljWwgHhF7qDpflHQ\%3D\%3D\%22\%7D; 

phpMyAdmin=qca0hegc20qbbvop1go275j2gs; pmaAuth-

1=\%7B\%22iv\%22\%3A\%22F5bfacjuQmkAW\%5C\%2FO1Hk

aaPg\%3D\%3D\%22\%2C\%22mac\%22\%3A\%229cdf067c24

cb97233ae9f7316d998ed5d82a627b\%22\%2C\%22

URI

HTTP 

Headers / 

Mime Values

HTTP 

message 

body / HTTP 

payload

Figure 2.1: An HTTP Message Structure.
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We identify three main parts of an HTTP message. The first part is the URI.

It contains the location of the requested file or resource on the HTTP server. The

URI can be found in the first line of an HTTP request message and we mark it in

Figure 2.1 in red. The second part is the HTTP headers that can also be called the

mime values. The HTTP headers specify details about the HTTP communication for

the server to use. We show the HTTP headers in blue in Figure 2.1. The last part,

marked in green, is the HTTP message body. The message body contains the actual

data or payload that the client is sending to the server.

TCP: TCP stands for the Transmission Control Protocol. It is a network protocol

that works along the Internet Protocol (IP) to define how computers on a network

can send and receive application data to each other. TCP is defined by the Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF) [18] in the Request for Comment (RFC) [29] standards

document number 793 [19] [30].

2.2 Terminology

We explicitly define some of the common terms used throughout the thesis to avoid

ambiguity.

Grammar: A grammar is an abstract representation of a language structure. In

our thesis, we use grammars to generate parsers for network protocols.

Target-Specific/Application-Specific: Something that is specific to a partic-

ular application. In our work, we write grammars that can parse data from one

application therefore we consider the grammar to be specific to that application. For

example, a parser that parses a Login message of a particular web application is

considered to be an application-specific parser.
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Text-based Protocol: A network protocol that represents its messages in text

format. Examples are HTTP and SMTP.

Bianry-based Protocol: A network protocol that represents its messages in

binary format. Examples are RTPS and IGMP.

Payload: The actual data of a network packet or message.

PDU: Stands for Protocol Data Unit. It is a single unit of information transmitted

on a computer network.

Subgrammar: A subgrammar is a grammar that is application-specific. It tar-

gets a particular data string of a particular application.

Node: A node constitutes a parse tree. It represents terminal and non-terminal

symbols that are parsed by a parser.

Message: A message is a network protocol message. It signifies one message unit.

For example, consider a simple HTTP request and response message pair. A request

would be one HTTP message and the response would be another HTTP message.

Type/Message Type: A type is the function of a network protocol message at

an application level. For example, a set of HTTP messages may be divided to types

such as Login messages, Logout messages, File Upload messages and so on.

Air-gapped/limited networks: These are networks that have no connection to

the outside world (internet). Only computers directly connected to the network may

access it. These networks contain a limited number of protocols and applications.

Vulnerability: A flaw or defect in the design or implementation of a certain

system that makes that system open to malicious attacks.

Zero-day vulnerability: A vulnerability in a product of a certain vendor that

has not yet been patched. When the vendor patches their software, any exploit that
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leverages the zero-day vulnerability becomes obsolete.

Network Protocol: A set of rules or formalization that describe communication

procedures between two or more network devices on a computer network.

TCP Stream: Is a continuous stream of data sent over TCP between two network

machines from the moment the TCP connection is established, until the connection

is terminated. These streams will be the input into our parser framework.

PCAP Files: These are files that represent captured network data. We use

Wireshark [24] to capture our PCAP files.

2.3 Testing Applications

We use the following applications to test our approach:

phpBB: phpBB [27] is a popular, powerful, free forum program written in php.

phpBB is easy to use and fully customizable. It allows users to add features to

their forums through plug-ins and community-created mods. phpBB is a web-based

application that runs over HTTP.

GraphDB: GraphDB [15] is an RDF database web-application. A GraphDB user

can write SPARQL [26] queries to extract data from an RDF databse. GraphDB also

runs over HTTP.

phpMyAdmin: phpMyAdmin [12] is a free web-application used to manage

MySQL databases. phpMyAdmin also runs over HTTP.

SquirrelMail: SquirrelMail [4] is a free mail server written in php. The mail

server runs over SMTP so we use it to generate SMTP traffic to test our work.
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2.4 Related Work

The topic of text-based protocol parsing and analysis has been discussed numerous

times before and each research done has its own merits and limitations.

Kam and Dean [20] developed a text-based protocol parser to use for fuzzing

network protocol messages to test the security of systems that use those protocols.

The parser developed by Kam and Dean is similar to our work on message catego-

rization and targeted-parsing. The parser developed by Kam and Dean makes use

of two separate grammars: A base grammar that parses a text-based protocol such

as HTTP, and an application-specific grammar that parses data of an application

built on top of the base grammar such as a user login system. Kam developed a

specification language for their parser. Their specification language allows a user to

specify the name of the base grammar, the pattern that distinguishes the type of the

protocol message, the part of the message that contains application data and needs

to be reparsed, and functions to be applied to the contents of the parse tree nodes.

However, the specification language developed by Kam and Dean was targeted only

at the HTTP protocol. The language provided fuzzing functionalities that were only

feasible for HTTP-based applications. As for our specification language, we provide

a generic functionality that can be applied to any text-based protocol. Kam and

Dean developed their system for offline use only. In our work, our parsing system can

parse network data in real-time. Therefore, our system may be used in time sensitive

systems such as in an intrusion detection systems.

Memon [22] worked on automatically detecting anomalies in log files. Their ap-

proach infers a grammar and generates message categories from log file training sets.

Then, they parse log files with their inferred grammar to detect anomalies. In our
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work, we parse messages of text-based network protocols and we explicitly define

the grammars used by the parser. We require an explicit protocol definition since

we intend for our work to be used in a constraint-based IDS deployed in a limited

network. Any variation from the protocol definition will be considered a violation.

The parser developed by Memon to parse log files contains one grammar only while

we use multiple grammars. The use of multiple grammars makes our parser more

modular which is more applicable on network protocol messages.

Our parser framework makes use of island grammars [33] [23]. An island grammar

is a grammar that defines portions of interest (the islands) that are present within

message elements that we are not interested in (the water). In comparison to our

work, the islands represent the application-specific grammars. The water represents

all the message elements we ignore. Deursen et al. and Moonen use island grammars

in reverse engineering to extract elements from source code. Our work makes use of

the island grammar approach to extract application data from network traffic. We

provide an interface for the user to use this approach at a higher level of abstraction.

Burgy et al. [3] present Zebu, an annotated form of Augmented BNF (ABNF) [36]

used to specify application data parsing of text-based protocols such as HTTP. An-

notations include application-specific information such as the message element that

contains application data. The Zebu approach implements application-specific pars-

ing by modifying the ABNF grammar. In our work, we use a modular approach to

keep the grammar files separate from the parser specification files. Users can reuse

existing grammars to create custom parsers. Another advantage of modularity is that

the parser does not require significant structural changes to update grammars.

Borisov et al. [2] present a similar framework for protocol analysis. They describe
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a Generic Application-Level Protocol Analyzer (GAPA) with its own specifications

language (GAPAL). GAPA is a powerful network analyzer that works for both binary

and text-based protocols. GAPA supports layering, a feature that acts as separate

instances of the GAPA engine that parses incoming packets at different levels of ab-

straction. Borisov et al. used layering to implement a targeted-parsing feature, similar

to our framework. However, GAPA does not categorize incoming messages. GAPA

sends an incoming message through its parsing layers regardless of its context. In

contrast, our framework classifies incoming messages according to their context, then

parse each category with a specific parser. We use the popular and well-maintained

ANTLR parser generation framework while GAPA created their own parser.

Wondracek et al. [35] show an automatic approach to generate network protocol

parsers. Their work supports parsing both binary and text-based protocols while our

scope is only text-based protocols. One of the key features of the parsing framework by

Wondracek et al. is that it supports auto-generation of the protocol-specific grammars

instead of manually writing them. For our parsing framework, such a feature would

be useful to avoid manual efforts of writing the ANTLR grammars by the domain

experts. The auto-generation feature would also eliminate human-induced errors.

This latter aspect is important since the accuracy of our parsing is determined by the

accuracy of the input ANTLR grammars to our framework. The generated parsers

by Wondracek et al. were able to achieve 100% accuracy in some protocol analyses

but reached as low as 75% in others. A low parsing accuracy can lead to unexpected

behavior for an IDS application.

Van den Brink et al. [32] worked on a similar approach to assess the quality of

embedded SQL statements. To assess the quality of the SQL, they had to extract
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the SQL queries from source code first. They address two forms of embedded SQL

statements: SQL statements in blocks of code and SQL statements assembled from

distinct elements. Listing 2.2 provides an example of the latter case where the SQL

statements are separated by string concatenation operations in Java.

Although our parser can distinguish the SQL statements from Java, it will only

present the SQL as distinct message elements that can be reconstructed later on in

C++ for example. We assume that the message part we are looking for is one con-

tinuous block, not a set of distinct elements that require assembling.

Listing 2.2 An Example SQL Statement Embedded in Java Code.

1 String query = "SELECT first_name"

2 + " FROM " + employees_table

3 + " WHERE salary <= " + max_salary

4 + " AND salay > " + min_salary;

5 Connection conn = db.getConnection ();

6 Statement st = conn.createSatement ();

7 ResultSet rs = st.executeQuery(query);

While we used ANTLR for our parsing framework, one can use any source-to-source

transformation language for the same purpose. There exist many source-to-source

transformation languages that could be used instead of ANTLR. An example is

TXL [6]. TXL requires two components to operate: a grammar describing what

TXL will be transforming from, and, a set of transformation rules to apply to the

input source. TXL is a powerful tool used in industrial and academic applications

such as programming language processors, program analyzers, document processors,

and many others. We chose ANTLR over TXL since TXL uses a file-based approach.
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The input and output of TXL are stand-alone files while ANTLR operates entirely

in memory, alowing us to read directly from network interfaces in the future.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the technologies we used to implement our parser. We

also defined terminologies that we used and then we compared our work to the related

literature. In the next chapter, we give an overview of the general approach that we

are proposing.
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Chapter 3

Parsing System Overview

In this chapter, we provide an overview of our approach for text-based network pro-

tocols. We introduce our parser framework and the specifications needed for auto-

matically generating custom parsers. We provide a parser specification language that

can be used to generate a parser for any application built on top of text-based net-

work protocols such as HTTP and SMTP. We created a translator that translates the

parser specifications into corresponding C++ code. We test the functionality of the

parser in an intrusion detection system by sending the parsed data to a constraint

engine for constraint evaluation.

The objective of our parser is to parse application data from network traffic. The

data that we need to parse are specific to particular applications. Therefore, they

may be presented in any application-specific format. In HTTP traffic, for instance, it

is common to represent the application data in XML or JSON format [34]. However,

it is also common for an application to use its own string representation for its data.

Consider the following string:

username=zack&email=zack%40workplay.com&new_password=zackzack

&password_confirm=zackzack&lang=en&tz_date=UTC-04%3A00+-+Amer
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ica%2FAnguilla+-+09+Aug+2018%2C+%23%3A52&tz=America%2FAng

The string above is an HTTP message body sent by a web browser to a phpBB server

to register a new account on the platform. It is clear that it is neither in XML nor in

JSON format. It uses the form data standard known as x-www-form-urlencoded [17].

Registering a new account generates one type of messages. phpBB has various func-

tionalities that use different message types that have their own representation of their

data. For example, phpBB uses Login messages, Logout messages, file upload mes-

sages, page editing messages and so on. One of the requirements of our parser is to

handle any type of text data format. Therefore, in our approach, we created a parser

that first categorizes protocol messages into different types and then, parses the cate-

gorized messages with application-specific parsers. We discuss the architecture of our

parser in Chapter 4.

3.1 The Parser Specifications Language

To automatically generate parsers that apply our categorization and targeted-parsing

approach, we provide a specifications language to specify the attributes required for

the parser generation. In this section, we demonstrate our specification attributes

using phpBB as an example. Listing 3.1 shows the parser specifications file for phpBB.

The specifications language allows one to specify the following attributes of the parser.

The Main Grammar. The name of the main grammar of the protocol used

by an application. For example, phpBB uses the HTTP protocol for its network

communication. Therefore, the main grammar would be the grammar of HTTP for

parsing traffic generated by phpBB. We specify the Main Grammar on line 2 of

Listing 3.1.
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Listing 3.1 Parser Specifications for phpBB.

1 # A Parser Specifications File for phpBB

2 MainGrammar(HTTP , "HTTP") {

3 }

4 Type(Login , "Login") {

5 Categorization("uri", ".*(\\. php\\? mode=login)")

6 DataNode("message_body", "LoginHTTP")

7 print("LoginHTTP", "username")

8 print("LoginHTTP", "password")

9 }

10 Type(Logout , "Logout") {

11 Categorization("uri", ".*(\\. php\\? mode=logout .*)")

12 DataNode("uri", "LogoutHTTP")

13 print("LogoutHTTP", "sid_value")

14 }

15 Type(Upload , "Upload") {

16 Categorization("uri", ".*(\\. php\\? mode=post .*)")

17 DataNode("message_body", "UploadHTTP")

18 print("UploadHTTP", "filename_value")

19 }

20 Type(Register , "Register") {

21 Categorization("uri", ".*(\\. php\\? mode=register .*)")

22 DataNode("message_body", "RegisterHTTP")

23 print("RegisterHTTP", "email_value")

24 }

25 Type(template , "template") {

26 Categorization("uri",".*( mode=template&action=edit .*)")

27 DataNode("message_body","PhpbbTemplate")

28 print("PhpbbTemplate","text")

29 }

Message Types: There are various types of messages that are used by phpBB.

For demonstration, we will use our specifications language to specify five different

message types. Line 4 from Listing 3.1 shows the first type of messages phpBB uses,

the Login messages. These are HTTP messages that log users into their accounts.

The messages contain a username and a password that we are interested in parsing.
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For each message type we specify a message node that will categorize the message

into a type. To do that, we use the Categorization function. Inside the scope of

the Login type, we tell the parser how to categorize a Login message by using the

Categorization function on line 5. The Categorization function takes the name

of a node parsed by the main grammar, and a regular expression to match the text

parsed by the node. We tell the parser to match the URI node to the regular expression

.*(\\.php\\?mode=login) to identify Login messages. After that, we specify the

message node that contains the application data and the name of the grammar to

parse that part with. To do that, we use the DataNode function. Note that we can

use DataNode more that once in the same type to specify multiple message nodes that

contain application data. On line 6, of Listing 3.1 we specify that the message body

node from the main grammar contains application data that should be parsed with

the LoginHTTP grammar by using the DataNode function. Finally, we can apply built-

in functions to application data nodes that are generated by the application-specific

grammars. We tell the parser to print out the username and the password nodes

parsed by the LoginHTTP grammar on lines 7 and 8.

Note that we only implemented the print built-in function in our prototype to

demonstrate that we successfully parsed the application data. We can implement any

built-in function depending on the application of our parser. The rest of Listing 3.1

specifies the rest of the phpBB message types using the same keywords and functions

that we used for the Login type. We show how the specification file in Listing 3.1

maps to a Login HTTP message in Figure 3.1.

First, the Categorization function is applied to the URI of the HTTP message,

which we marked in a red box in Figure 3.1. The regular expression on line 11 of
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GET /phpBB3/ucp.php?mode=login HTTP/1.1

Host: localhost

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:64.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/64.0

Accept: */*

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

username=moe&password=p@ssw0rd&login=Login&redirect=

.%2Findex.php%3F

Categorization

Data Node

print print

Main Grammar 

(HTTP)

Figure 3.1: Labeled Attributes of a phpBB Login Message.

Listing 3.1 matches the URI found in the HTTP message, therefore, this message will

be categorized as a Login type message. Second, we tell the DataNode function that

the application data we are looking for are found in the message body of the HTTP

message, we mark the message body with a green box in Figure 3.1. The function

DataNode then parses the message body with the LoginHTTP grammar we specified

that is specific to the Login messages of phpBB. Finally, we tell the parser to print

the username and password nodes that are we marked in purple in the Figure. The

username and password nodes are parsed by the LoginHTTP grammar.
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3.2 Overall Process

Figure 3.2 summarizes the overall process of parsing application data. The input

TCP Stream 

Assembler
Parser

Parser 

Generator

PCAP Files
Application 

data

Parser 

Specifications

Generate

Figure 3.2: Parsing Process Overview.

to our system are PCAP files that represent captured network traffic. The PCAP

files go through a TCP stream assembler first that assembles the TCP streams found

in the PCAP and presents them in text format. The parser is generated by our

parser generation from the parser specifications language that we developed. The

parser takes as input the TCP streams in text format and parses the application data

found in the TCP streams. In this section we describe the TCP stream assembler

which provides the input to the parser. We describe the Parser in Chapter 4. We

explain how we generate custom parsers using our Parser Specifications Language in

Chapter 5.
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3.2.1 TCP Stream Assembler

We need to apply our parser to network traffic. Therefore, our input starts from

packet captures; i.e., PCAP files. Our parser operates on data in plain text format,

so we have to convert the PCAP file that carry text-based protocol messages into their

text forms. To do that, we use a TCP stream assembler. The TCP stream assembler

is the first module in our system. It reads in the network data found in PCAP files

and assembles all the TCP streams found and presents them in text format. Each

TCP stream may contain one or more protocol messages. We present our TCP stream

assembler in Figure 3.3.

TCP Stream 

Assembler
Protocol 

Messages

PCAP 

Files

Figure 3.3: TCP Stream Assembler Input and Output.

To do the TCP stream assembly, we first tried the TCP stream follower tool found

in Wireshark [24]. It allowed us to view PCAP files as TCP streams and save them

manually. This allowed us to generate some data to test our parser but it was a slow

process as each stream had to be manually saved.

To speed up the process, we used the command line tool tcpflow [13] instead of

Wireshark. tcpflow automatically generates the needed TCP streams from PCAP

files and saves them in a convenient way so that we can access them. With one

tcpflow command, we can generate all the TCP streams from captured PCAP files

and save those streams into distinct files automatically. However, this approach still

involved a manual step between the PCAP files and the parser. In order to fully
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automate the process, we had to integrate the TCP stream assembler within our

parser.

To do the TCP stream assembly within our parser, we used an open source C++

library for packet crafting and sniffing called libtins [11]. Libtins allowed us to add

the TCP assembly feature to our parser and, in addition, allowed us to run the parser

in a live mode by binding to our device’s network interface.

For example, when we use Wireshark to capture traffic generated by the web

application phpBB, it will be represented as PCAP files. Our parser is not able to

understand the PCAP format, as it will only parse text data. Libtins reads the PCAP

file generated from Wireshark and represents all TCP streams in text format. For

each TCP stream that libtins reads, it will pass it to the parser in text format via a

callback function. Libtins also works in live mode; It allows us to bind to a network

interface and call our parser as soon as a TCP stream is read. We show the structure

of a PCAP File in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Structure of a PCAP File [8].

The TCP stream assembler converts data from the PCAP file structure into plain
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text. We show an example in Figure 3.5.

d4 c3 b2 a1 02 00 04 00 00…

d9 e9 2f 5c c2 2f 0c 00…

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00…

d9 e9 2f 5c e0 2f 0c 00…

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00…

…

…

P
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A
P

 F
IL

E

P
ac

ke
t 

2
P

ac
ke

t 
1

Pa
ck

et
 …

GET 
/phpmyadmin/tbl_change.php?db=test&table=name
&token=5880b61e8266ccf869ef7e33b62836ba&ajax
_request=true&ajax_page_request=true&_nocache=
154664393314062524 HTTP/1.1
Host: localhost
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; 
rv:64.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/64.0
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest
Connection: keep-alive
…

TCP Stream 
Assembler

input output

Figure 3.5: A TCP Stream Assembly Example.

Implementation

The implementation logic of the TCP stream assembler is shown in Figure 3.6. We

use the libtins C++ library for our implementation.

Sniffer Follower
New 

Stream
True

False

New 

Packet
True

False

Callback 

Function

Figure 3.6: TCP Message Assembler Implementation Logic.

Sniffer: The libtins library provided us with a sniffer module. This sniffer can

read packets from PCAP files and it can bind to a network interface to sniff packets

in real-time. At each arriving packet, the Follower module is triggered. The Sniffer

runs in an infinite loop that keeps checking for new packets.

Follower: When a packet is read by the Sniffer, the Follower checks the packet’s

association with a TCP stream and keeps track of it. We call a callback function
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when a stream is captured. If no stream is captured, we keep reading packets using

the Sniffer.

Callback Function: The Callback Function is the function used to call the parser

functions. The TCP stream captured by libtins is passed to the callback function as

a string.

After the assembler, we send the text format of the TCP streams to our parser.

We automatically generate the parser using our parser specifications language as

mentioned earlier in the chapter.

3.3 Application in Intrusion Detection

To demonstrate the capabilities of our parser, we decided to apply it in an intrusion

detection scenario. We intend for our application data parsing approach to be used in

an IDS because our work is a continuation to the work done by Hasan et al. [16] [7].

Figure 3.7 shows how the Constraint Engine works.

Constraint 

Engine
Application 

data
Logs

Constraint 

Specifications

Figure 3.7: Constraint Engine Inputs and Output.

The application data parsed by our parser is sent to the Constraint Engine. This
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data can be usernames, passwords, session IDs, uploaded images, emails or any other

application data we decide that are interesting to be evaluated in our Constraint

Engine. The Constraint Engine checks whether or not a certain set of constraints are

satisfied by the application data. These set of constraints are set by the user. Note

that automatically generating a constraint engine from specifications is not part of

our work and is not yet implemented. We manually coded a constraint engine to test

our parser framework in such an application. The constraint engine evaluates the

application data and presents the results as logs. We discuss the constraint engine in

more details in Chapter 6.

3.4 Conclusion

In this Chapter, we discussed an overview of our approach. We introduced the archi-

tecture of our application data parser and the specification language we created to

automatically generate our parsers. We also demonstrated an example of an applica-

tion of our work in an intrusion detection setting. In the next chapter, we talk about

the architecture of our parser in more details.
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Chapter 4

The Parser

In this chapter, we talk about the architecture of our parser. We discuss details of

the main components of the parser and give examples to demonstrate how the parser

operates. We also talk about how we used ANTLR to implement different components

of the parser. The parser is the main contribution of our work.

The objective of the parser is to receive protocol messages and extract applica-

tion data from these messages and present them in organized data structures. The

data structures may be used by a Constraint Engine to evaluate application level

constraints. A challenge we faced here was the fact that data embedded within a

protocol can be represented in different formats, depending on how it is used by the

applications. The data can be in JSON, XML, HTML or any application-specific

string of data with no standard form. Due to this, we are unable to generalize the

parsing of protocol messages in one generic parser. Instead, each protocol parser was

split into two main phases: Message Categorization and Target-specific Parsing. A

high-level architecture of the parser is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The Proposed Parser Architecture.

4.1 Message Categorization

There are two main types of grammars in our parser framework. The main grammar

and the application-specific grammars which we refer to as subgrammars. In the

message categorization phase, we only use the main grammar. The main grammar,

written in EBNF [14] format, is generic and represents all messages of a particular

protocol, regardless of what format the payload is in. It is enough for the main

grammar to be able to distinguish the message part that contains the payload that

we are interested in.

We use ANTLR to generate a C++ parser from the main grammar. We use a set of

regular expressions, each representing a message type, to distinguish different message
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types parsed by the main grammar parser. Each regular expression is compared to

a specific node from the main grammar. According to the successful match, the

message is categorized to a type. To reduce overhead on the next phase, we only

forward to the next phase the part of the message that contains the application data.

For example, consider that we want to parse the application data found in network

traffic generated by phpBB. In this case, the main grammar would be HTTP and

the subgrammars would be grammars specific to phpBB payload formats. An HTTP

message is first parsed using the HTTP grammar parser. Using the resulting parse

tree, we compare the URI of each HTTP message to our regular expressions.

phpBB ServerHost

Register new account message

Figure 4.2: Example Interaction between a Host and a phpBB Server.

Figure 4.2 shows a host registering a new account on a phpBB web application.

In the case of account registration, the URI matches the regular expression of the

Register message type. The Register type is the type of phpBB traffic associated

with registering a new account on the platform. We show the register message sent

from the host to the server in Listing 4.1. The red part on Line 1 shows the URI

of the message that is sent from the host to the phpBB server. We write an HTTP

grammar that can parse the URI shown on Line 1. ANTLR generates a parser from
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the HTTP grammar that allows us to access the text found in the URI.

Listing 4.1 Account Registration HTTP Message in phpBB.

1 POST /phpBB3/ucp.php?mode=register HTTP /1.1/

2 Host: 127.0.0.1

3 User -Agent: Mozilla /5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv :61.0)

Gecko /20100101 Firefox /61.0

4 Accept: text/html ,application/xhtml+xml ,application/xml;q

=0.9 ,*/*;q=0.8

5 Accept -Language: en -GB ,en;q=0.5

6 Accept -Encoding: gzip , deflate

7 Referer: http ://127.0.0.1/ phpBB3/ucp.php?mode=register

8 Content -Type: application/x-www -form -urlencoded

9 Content -Length: 420

10 Cookie: phpbb3_k82is_u =1; phpbb3_k82is_k =; phpbb3_k82is_sid

=9 c8622e4d7d55b5aac6460addaecc06c

11 Upgrade -Insecure -Requests: 1

12

13 username=zack&email=zack %40 workplay.com&new_password=

14 zackzack&password_confirm=zackzack&lang=en&tz_date=UTC

15 -04%3A00+-+America %2 FAnguilla + -+09+Aug +2018%2C+23%3 A52

16 &tz=America %2 FAnguilla&tz_copy=UTC&confirm_code=YQWREZ

17 &confirm_id=acdf819d419cd9350793a42ac05e55c3&agreed=tr

18 ue&change_lang =0& confirm_id=acdf819d419cd9350793a42ac0

19 5e55c3&submit=Submit&creation_time =1533873171& form_tok

20 en=bcd61313ac473026035e665b50e5d74fbcda3445

We compare the URI to regular expressions until we find a match. The mentioned

regular expression matching example is shown in 4.3.

Parsed URI: /phpBB3/ucp.php?mode=register

Register Regex: “.*(ucp\\.php\\?mode=register.*)”

Matches

Figure 4.3: Regular Expression Matching Example.
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After determining the type of the message, we extract the message part that

contains the application data. In this case, the application data is found in the body

of the HTTP message, i.e. the blue part found in Lines 13 to 20 in Listing 4.1. We

end up with a categorized HTTP message body that contains application data and

is ready to be fed into the next phase, target-specific parsing. Figure 4.4 illustrates

the work-flow of the message categorization process.
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Figure 4.4: Message Categorization Workflow.

We can see in Figure 4.4 that the we have two main modules in categorization: The

Regular Expression Matching and the Message Part Extractor. The regular expres-

sion matching takes as input the HTTP messages represented in text format and the

regular expressions that match different message types. The output of the matching

is a set of HTTP messages that has been divided into types. According to our previ-

ously discussed example, the regular expressions would contain a regular expression

that represents the register message type. As for the message part extractor, it takes

as input the categorized messages and the names of the message parts to extract and

it outputs message parts that are categorized into types.
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4.1.1 Categorization Implementation

To implement our categorization system, we made use of callback functions found in

the parser generated by ANTLR. ANTLR allows us to define a callback function on

each grammar symbol. Consider the following snippet of the ANTLR HTTP grammar

that we wrote for our work:

1 main: (pdu | NEWLINE)*;

2 pdu: (request | response);

3 request: request_line NEWLINE (header_message NEWLINE)+ NEWLINE

message_body?;

4 response: status_line NEWLINE (header_message NEWLINE)+ NEWLINE

message_body?;

The first line starts by defining the first non-terminal symbol of HTTP that we call

main. The main consists of either the pdu non-terminal or a NEWLINE. The Protocol

Data Unit (PDU) defines one protocol message, which is either an HTTP request or

an HTTP response. We define the pdu non-terminal in the second line of our gram-

mar. The request non-terminal consists of a request line followed by a new line

followed by a set of header message non-terminals and new line pairs. At the end of

the request non-terminal, we have the message body preceded by a new line. The

response non-terminal is similar to the request non-terminal with only one change

which is the presence of a status line instead of a request line. All of the ele-

ments shown in this grammar are non-terminals except for NEWLINE which represents

a terminal node. A parse tree node can be either a terminal or a non-terminal one.

ANTLR provides a callback function for every node in a grammar. A node callback

function is triggered whenever a the parser parses that node. For example, when the

parser parses a request line, a callback function is triggered with a pointer to the

request line node as an argument. We use callbacks on nodes that will help us
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Figure 4.5: Message Categorization using Callback Functions.

categorize protocol messages into types. As mentioned earlier, the URI is an example

node that we use to categorize an HTTP message. In Figure 4.5 we show that the

Parser of our Main Grammar is generated by ANTLR. ANTLR only needs a grammar
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to generate a parser that handles callbacks on any non-terminal node it parses. The

Main Grammar Parser reads protocol messages as input. The parser contains call-

backs on non-terminal nodes that will help it categorize the input messages. Those

nodes are determined according to the user specifications of the parser. We refer to

non-terminal nodes that help us categorize messages as categorizing nodes. Each cat-

egorizing node parsed is matched to a regular expression. The first regular expression

match determines into what type the message will be categorized.

When we categorize a message into a type, we add the parse tree of that message

into a list of parse trees that belong to the same type. We can have as many message

types as we need. In Figure 4.5 we show three message types that can be extended

into n types. To auto-generate this parser, we need parser specifications that specify

the name of the Main Grammar and the names of the categorizing nodes and the

regular expressions to match with those nodes. The following is a snippet of the

HTTP grammar we used in our example:

1 request_line: method uri http_version;

2 header_message: general_header | request_header | entity_header;

3 general_header: cache_control | cookies | date | XRequestedWith;

4 XRequestedWith: ’X-Requested-With’ COLON requested\_with\_value;

ANTLR provided a parser with a callback function of each non-terminal node shown.

We show two HTTP messages fed into the categorizing system as an example in

Figure 4.6. In the first message in Figure 4.6, we mark the URI with red to indicate

that it represents our categorizing node. In our Main Grammar Parser, we can see

that there is a callback function triggered on the parsing of the URI node. We

associate the first message with the Login category, a category of messages that are

used to log users into their accounts. In Login messages, we are interested into two

distinct elements of application data: The Host mime-value and the payload of the
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Callback on URI
Callback on X-
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POST /phpbb/login.php?db=test HTTP/1.1

Host: myserver.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux 

x86_64; rv:64.0) Gecko/20100101 

Firefox/64.0

Accept: */*

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

…

username=moe&password=myp@ssw0rd&lo

gin=Login&redirect=.%2Findex.php%

GET /phpbb/home.php?db=test HTTP/1.1

Host: localhost

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux 

x86_64; rv:64.0) Gecko/20100101 

Firefox/64.0

Accept: */*

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

Cookie: 

phpbb3_k82is_u=48;phpbb3_k82is_sid=05db

93c6626eb84d6315adfa00f63f3e

…

Session ID Messages

Message 1

Message 2

Message Type Message Type 

Parser 

Specifications

Figure 4.6: Message Categorization Example.

Login message. We indicate the Host mime-value with a green color and the Login

payload with a blue color. When the Main Grammar parses the first message, it

triggers a callback on the URI node. The callback function matches the URI to

regular expressions to distinguishes the URI. After the first successful match, the

parser categorizes the message to a Login message type. The parser then adds the
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parse tree of the Login message to the Login messages list.

As for the second message shown in Figure 4.6, we mark the X-Requested-With

mime-value with red to indicate that it represents our categorizing node in this mes-

sage. Consequently, we have a callback in our parser triggered when we parse the

X-Requested-With mime-value. We use this message to show that we are not limited

to the URI in our categorizing nodes, however, the URI is often enough to determine

to what type the message belongs to. In addition, we are also flexible in choosing

the application data node. In the second message, we pick the Cookie mime-value

to be our application data. The cookie values are of interest as they can show us

the session ID and other interesting application data. The parser matches the value

of the X-Requested-With mime-value to regular expressions. According to the first

successful regular-expression match, the parser adds the parse tree of the message to

the Session ID messages list. The parse tree lists are passed on to the next phase

where we extract the tree nodes that contain the application data that we are looking

for.

We present the code of the callback functions on the categorizing nodes in List-

ing 4.2. ANTLR provides a template callback for each non-terminal node. The

template function is named with the word enter followed by the name of the non-

terminal node specified in the grammar. Therefore, the callbacks for the URI and

the X-Requested-With nodes are enterURI and enterXRequestedWith respectively.

In the enterUri function, we have two cases of regular expression matching, one for

Login messages and the other is for Logout messages. In case of a successful match,

we get the root node of the parse tree using the function auto generate parent. We

then add the pointer of the root node to our list of Login messages that we named
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Listing 4.2 Regular Expression Matching on Callbacks.

1 void enterUri(HTTPParser :: UriContext * ctx) {

2 string categorizer = ctx ->getText ();

3 regex LoginHTTP_e_0(".*( login \\.php.*)");

4 regex LogoutHTTP_e_0(".*( logout \\.php.*)");

5 if (regex_match(categorizer , LoginHTTP_e_0)) {

6 ParseTree *parent = auto_generate_parent(ctx ->parent);

7 LoginHTTP_messages.push_back(parent);

8 }

9 else if (regex_match(categorizer , LogoutHTTP_e_0)) {

10 ParseTree *parent = auto_generate_parent(ctx ->parent);

11 LogoutHTTP_messages.push_back(parent);

12 }

13 }

14 void enterXRequestedWith(HTTPParser :: XRequestWith * ctx) {

15 string categorizer = ctx ->getText ();

16 regex xml_e_0(".*XML.*");

17 if (regex_match(categorizer , xml_e_0)) {

18 ParseTree *parent = auto_generate_parent(ctx ->parent);

19 session_id_messages.push_back(parent);

20 }

21 }

LoginHTTP messages. We apply the same logic for both Logout messages and Session

ID messages.

4.1.2 Data Node Extraction Implementation

After we have a list of parse trees of different types, we need to extract the data nodes

from those parse trees. Each parse tree type will have its own data nodes. We use

an ANTLR walker to go through the parse trees. The walker will trigger callbacks

on the data nodes that will extract the node content as a string and store them into

designated lists. We present this phase in Figure 4.7. The names of the nodes that

contain the application data are provided by the specifications of the parser. The
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parser specifications are important for the parser generation phase.
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Figure 4.7: Application Data Extraction from a Message Type.

For our example, consider the following HTTP grammar snippet:

cookie_list: COOKIE ’:’cookie_definition (’;’ cookie_definition)*;

By defining a cookie list non-terminal, we allow ANTLR to generate a callback

function that we can use to extract the content parsed by that non-terminal. We also

provide a non-terminal to parse the message body of an HTTP message that we also

extract with a callback function. We present an example of the extraction phase in

Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Application Data Extraction from a Login Message Type.

The list of Login messages contain a parse tree that has two nodes that contain

application data. We mark the application data nodes with green and blue. The green

node represents the Host HTTP header and the blue node represents the message

body of the HTTP message. The callback on each application data node extracts the

node and stores it as text format in a designated list as shown in the Figure. Note

that categorized message parts that belong to the same message are processed within

the same scope. Therefore, it is possible to associate message parts that belong to

the same message with each other. However, same message association of categorized

message parts is outside our scope of work. We present the code for the extraction of

the non-terminal nodes that contain application data in Listing 4.3.
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Listing 4.3 ANTLR Callback Functions to Extract Login Data.

1 class LoginHTTP_DataExtractor : public

HTTPParserBaseListener {

2 private:

3 list <string > data_list;

4 public:

5 void enterMessage_body(HTTPParser :: Message_bodyContext *

ctx) {

6 data_list.push_back(ctx ->getText ());

7 }

8 };

9

10 class Host_DataExtractor : public HTTPParserBaseListener {

11 private:

12 list <string > data_list;

13 public:

14 void enterHost(HTTPParser :: HostContext * ctx) {

15 data_list.push_back(ctx ->getText ());

16 }

17 };

The LoginHTTP DataExtractor and Host DataExtractor classes are used to define

the callback functions that will extract application data from parse trees. Each of the

classes make use of callbacks that are called on the nodes that contain the application

data: The Message body and the Host nodes. The code in Listing 4.4 shows how

we use the classes in Listing 4.3 to walk the parse trees and extract application

data. The extracted data of the Login message types are stored in a list we named

login payloads. As for the hosts, we store the data in a list we named hosts.

4.2 Application-specific Parsing

In order to parse application data thoroughly, we use target-specific parsers. These

parsers have been generated from grammars that were built for a specific target
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Listing 4.4 Code for Extracting Login Application Data.

1 // Extract Application Data

2 list <ParseTree *> list_to_walk;

3 list <ParseTree *>:: iterator it;

4 // Extracting Login Payloads from Login messages

5 LoginHTTP_DataExtractor login_data_extractor;

6 list <string > login_payloads;

7 list_to_walk = categorizing_listener.

get_LoginHTTP_messages ();

8 for (it = list_to_walk.begin (); it != list_to_walk.end()

; it++) {

9 walker.walk(& login_data_extractor , *it);

10 }

11 login_payloads = login_data_extractor.get_data_list ();

12

13 // Extracting Host Data from Login messages

14 Host_DataExtractor host_data_extractor;

15 list <string > hosts;

16 list_to_walk = categorizing_listener.get_host_messages ()

;

17 for (it = list_to_walk.begin (); it != list_to_walk.end()

; it++) {

18 walker.walk(& host_data_extractor , *it);

19 }

20 hosts = host_data_extractor.get_data_list ();

application. Each categorized message part extracted in the previous phase is parsed

using a targeted parser, specific only to the format of the message part. The grammars

that generate the targeted parsers are called subgrammars. Subgrammars are detailed

enough to generate parsers with the high accuracy that can be used in a constraint

engine.

To illustrate the effect of targeted parsing on the extracted message parts, we

present a message part before and after applying targeted parsing to it in Figures 4.9

and 4.10 respectively. Figure 4.9 shows how the main parser parsed the payload of
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a login message. Figure 4.10 shows how the subgrammar parser parsed the same

login message payload. For example, consider the web application phpBB. Hosts

communicate with the phpBB server over a network via network messages specific to

phpBB. Some messages are used for logging in with a username, other messages are

used to retrieve web pages.

message_body

username = moe & password = moemoe & login =Login

Figure 4.9: Example Message Body Node from a Main Grammar Parse Tree.

main

username_line

username = username

moe

password_line

password password

moemoe

login_parm

login login

Login

=

& &

=

Figure 4.10: Message Body Node from a Subgrammar Parse Tree.

Subgrammars are grammars that can parse specific types of phpBB messages. We

have subgrammars that can parse login messages, logout messages, file upload mes-

sages, account registration messages and other phpBB messages. In case we need

to parse a login message of an application other than phpBB, we will need a new

subgrammar. Figure 4.11 shows the payload of a phpBB message used to register a
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new account on the system being parsed by a parser specific to Register payloads.

username=zack&email=zack%40w

orkplay.com&new_password=zack

zack&password_confirm=zackzack

&lang=en&tz_date=UTC-

04%3A00+-

+America%2FAnguilla+-

+09+Aug+2018%2C+23%3A52&t

z=America%2FAnguilla&tz_copy=

UTC&confirm_code=YQWREZ&

confirm_id=acdf819d419cd935079

3a42ac05e55c3&agreed=true&cha

nge_lang=0&confirm_id=acdf819d

419cd9350793a42ac05e55c3&sub

mit=Submit&creation_time=15338

73171&form_token=bcd61313ac47

3026035e665b50e5d74fbcda3445

Register 

Parser

main

username email

username= username_value

zack

&

email= email_value

zack % 40 workplay . com

…

Figure 4.11: Parsing a phpBB Register Message with a Targeted Parser.

We summarize and compare Main grammars and Subgrammars in Table 4.1.

Main Grammars Subgrammars

Used for Categorization Used for Targeted-parsing

Parses an Entire Protocol Message Parses application data only

Generic Application-specific

Reusable Usually not reusable

Table 4.1: Main Grammars versus Subgrammars

4.2.1 Targeted-Parsing Implementation

We represent the targeted-parsing phase in Figure 4.12. The input in this phase

is a list that contains application data in text format. Each application data unit

is parsed individually in the Application Data parser. The application data parser

is generated from a grammar specific to the format of the input application data.
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The parser makes use of callbacks on nodes that are of interest. For example, in

a user login scenario, we would be interested in the username and password nodes.

The callback functions converts the parsed nodes to text format and sends it to the

next phase, in this case it is a Constraint Engine. The application of our parsing

system is not limited to constraint engines, it can be used in any situation where we

need application-specific parsing. The name of the grammar used and the callbacks

associated with it are specified in the parser specifications.

Type 1 

Application 

Data 1 

Subgrammar

Login Payload List
ANTLR

Login Payload 

Parser

Input

Generate

Input

Constraint Engine

Login Grammar

Callback on Username node Callback on Password node

Convert Parse Tree Node to Data String

username=moe&pass
word=myp@ssw0rd&
login=Login&redirect
=.%2Findex.php%

Parser 

Specifications

Figure 4.13: Using ANTLR Callbacks to Parse a Login Message Payload.
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Figure 4.12: Using ANTLR Callbacks to Implement Targeted Parsing.

In Figure 4.13 we have a list of Login payloads that contain one element. The element

is a login payload that contains the username and password of the user that has logged

in. The data here is presented in a string that has a format used specifically by the

application that the user has logged in to, that is phpBB. The Login Payload Parser

is generated from a grammar that is specific to parsing the format of the string shown.

As for the callbacks, we specify in our parser specifications that we are interested in
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retrieving that username and the password of the user that has logged in, hence the

callback nodes. For parsing the Login HTTP payload of phpBB, we use the following

grammar:

1 main: username_line AND password_line AND ((login_parm AND

redirect) | (redirect mode_param AND sid AND redirect

AND login_parm));

2 username_line: USERNAME EQUAL username;

3 username: (ID | HEX);

4 password_line: PASSWORD EQUAL password;

5 password: TEXT | (ID | HEX);

6 ...

We can see in lines 3 and 5 in the grammar snippet that we included non-terminals

for parsing both the username and password. To show that we were able to retrieve

the values of interest, we use the callback functions to print out the username and

password values to our screen. This code is shown in Listing 4.5.

Listing 4.5 Subgrammar Callback Functions for Login Message Type.

1 class _LoginParser_ : public LoginHTTPParserBaseListener

{

2 public:

3 void enterUsername(LoginHTTPParser :: UsernameContext

* ctx) {

4 cout << ctx ->getText () << endl;

5 }

6 void enterPassword(LoginHTTPParser :: PasswordContext

* ctx) {

7 cout << ctx ->getText () << endl;

8 }

9 };
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4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present the parser and explain the implementation details of

its components. We use callbacks generated by the ANTLR parsing framework to

categorize messages into different message types, extract message parts and, finally,

parse those message parts with application-specific parsers. In the next chapter, we

will talk about the parser specification language, how it is used to generate custom

parsers and how we implemented it.
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Chapter 5

Specifying the Parser Generator

In this chapter, we talk about how to specify a custom parser that needs to be

generated. We present the Parser Specifications Language (PSL) that we developed

for this latter purpose. We also discuss the PSL’s implementation mechanisms. We

made use of ANTLR callbacks to translate a specifications file into a C++ parser.

We developed the specification language to automatically generate custom parsers

that can parse application data from network traffic. Any parser we create using our

parsing system goes through the same sequence of steps as follows:

1. Categorization of messages into types;

2. Extraction of the application data nodes from the message types;

3. Parse each type of extracted nodes with a parser specific to that type;

4. Apply functions or actions to the application data parsed by the specific parser.

To facilitate the usage of our parser framework, we decided to create a parser generator

that generates a parser following the steps listed above. The parser generation can be

customized according to specifications that the user chooses. Therefore, we developed

the parser specifications language. To implement the language, we created a translator
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that translates a specifications file into corresponding C++ code. Then we compile

the C++ code using conventional methods to generate the executable parser. The

overall process that happens in the translation is shown in Figure 5.1.

PSL Parser

ANTLR

Parser 

Specifications

PSL Grammar

Generate

Insert Parsed 

Specifications 

into Data 

Structures

Write C++ 

File from Data 

Structures

C++ Parser 

Code

PSL Translator

Figure 5.1: PSL to C++ Translation Process.

Figure 5.1 shows the input to the translator is a file that contains the specifications

of the custom parser the we want to generate. The specifications are written in PSL

that was introduced. The output of the PSL translator is the C++ code of the parser

that we customized in our specifications.

We split our description of the PSL translator into three parts. The first part is

the PSL parser. The PSL parser is generated using ANTLR from the PSL grammar

file. We use callback functions in the PSL parser to insert the data that we parse into

data structures that will be used in translation. After parsing all of the specifications

file and storing the parsed data, we start generating a C++ file by referring to the

data structures that were generated.
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5.1 Parser Specification Language

Listing 5.1 shows a parser specifications file for generating a phpBB parser that parses

messages of type Login. These messages are sent by a browser when a users log in

into their accounts. We explain the specifications of the language below.

Listing 5.1 Message Category Specification.

1 MainGrammar(HTTP , "HTTP") {

2 # Main grammar scope

3 }

4 Type(Login) {

5 # Categorization of Login

6 Categorization("uri",".*(\\? mode=login)")

7 # Specify the application data node

8 DataNode("message_body", "LoginHTTP")

9 # Run functions

10 print("LoginHTTP","username")

11 print("LoginHTTP","password")

12 }

Main Grammar Specification: On line 1 in Listing 5.1, we specify the main gram-

mar by using the MainGrammar keyword. MainGrammar takes two arguments. The

first argument is the name that we decide to call the grammar within our specification

file. The user can use the name of the grammar to refer to that grammar later on in

the specifications file. We intend to make use of the reference name in our future work

when we augment constraint specifications to our language. The second argument is

the name of the ANTLR file that we wrote that defines the HTTP grammar. After

the first line, we declare the scope of MainGrammar using curly braces where we can

specify different functions and attributes that refer to the main grammar. We only

wrote a comment in line 3 that states that we are in the Main Grammar scope. To

write a comment in our PSL, we use the # sign, the comment is ended by a new line.
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In Listing 5.2, we show how we use the Main Grammar in the translated code.

Listing 5.2 Using the HTTP Main Grammar in the Translated Code.

1 int main(int argc , char *argv []) {

2 cout << "Start of HTTP parser." << endl;

3 ifstream HTTPFile(argv [1]);

4 if (HTTPFile.is_open ()) {

5 // parse with main HTTP grammar

6 ANTLRInputStream HTTP_input(HTTPFile);

7 HTTPLexer HTTP_lexer (& HTTP_input);

8 CommonTokenStream HTTP_tokens (& HTTP_lexer);

9 HTTPParser HTTP_parser (& HTTP_tokens);

10 tree:: ParseTree *HTTP_tree = HTTP_parser.main();

11 ParseTreeWalker walker;

12 CategorizingListener categorizing_listener;

13 walker.walk(& categorizing_listener , HTTP_tree);

14 HTTPFile.close ();

15 ...

Listing 5.2 is the start of the main function of our generated parser. We display

the main grammar using the cout function on line 2 in Listing 5.2. Line 3 reads the

input argument argv[1] as a file stream. After we make sure that the file was opened

successfully, we proceed to apply the main grammar parser generated by ANTLR to

the input file. We then walk the parsed tree with a categorizing listener on line 13.

We will see the implementation of the categorizing listener later in this section.

Type Name: We use the Type keyword to specify a message type. Type takes

one argument which is the name of the Type that we are declaring. Following that, we

declare the scope of the Type using curly braces. Within the scope, all specifications

will refer to that Type. Line 4 in Listing 5.1 is an example of a Type called Login.

We show the code generated from the Type declaration in Listing 5.3. Lines 2 to 7 in

Listing 5.3 shows how we apply the message part extractor on Login messages. Then

we store the extracted message parts in LoginHTTP payloads to use later in the code.
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Listing 5.3 The Translated Code for the Login Message Type.

1 ...

2 LoginHTTP_MessagePartExtractor

LoginHTTP_message_part_extractor;

3 list <string > LoginHTTP_payloads;

4 list_to_walk = categorizing_listener.

get_LoginHTTP_messages ();

5 for(it=list_to_walk.begin ();it!= list_to_walk.end();it++)

{

6 walker.walk(& LoginHTTP_message_part_extractor , *it);

7 }

8 LoginHTTP_payloads = LoginHTTP_message_part_extractor.

get_tree_list ();

9 ...

10 for(payload=LoginHTTP_payloads.begin ();payload !=

LoginHTTP_payloads.end();payload ++) {

11 ANTLRInputStream LoginHTTP_input(payload ->c_str ());

12 LoginHTTPLexer LoginHTTP_lexer (& LoginHTTP_input);

13 CommonTokenStream LoginHTTP_tokens (& LoginHTTP_lexer);

14 LoginHTTPParser LoginHTTP_parser (& LoginHTTP_tokens);

15 tree:: ParseTree *LoginHTTP_tree = LoginHTTP_parser.

main();

16 _LoginHTTPParser_ _LoginHTTP_parser_;

17 walker.walk(& _LoginHTTP_parser_ , LoginHTTP_tree);

18 }

19 ...

The extraction criteria will be discussed later in the section when we talk about the

DataNode keyword. Lines 10 to 18 from Listing 5.3 show how we use ANTLR to

parse the LoginHTTP payloads list using the LoginHTTP grammar. The LoginHTTP

grammar is also specified using DataNode as we will see later on.

Categorization: On line 6 from Listing 5.1 we use the Categorization keyword

to specify how the Login message type is categorized. To categorize a message,

we need to compare one of its nodes to a regular expression that will distinguish

the message. To Login message types, we compare the URI node to the regular
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expression .(.?mode=login). The Categorization keyword takes two arguments.

The first argument is the name of the node parse by the main grammar that will be

used in the categorization. The second argument is the regular expression that will

be compared to the categorization node. Listing 5.4 shows the code generated for

message categorization.

Listing 5.4 Translated Code for Login Message Categorization.

1 class CategorizingListener : public

HTTPParserBaseListener {

2 private:

3 list <ParseTree *> LoginHTTP_messages;

4 public:

5 void enterUri(HTTPParser :: UriContext * ctx) {

6 string categorizer = ctx ->getText ();

7 regex LoginHTTP_e_0(".*(\\? mode=login)");

8 if (regex_match(categorizer , LoginHTTP_e_0))

{

9 ParseTree *parent = auto_generate_parent(

ctx ->parent);

10 LoginHTTP_messages.push_back(parent);

11 }

12 ...

Listing 5.4 shows how the Categorization category maps to the translated (gener-

ated) code. Line 1 shows that the categorizing listener is derived from the HTTP

parser, which is the main grammar parser. This is because the categorization node

is generated by the main grammar. In this case, the categorization node is the URI.

On line 5 from Listing 5.4, we define a callback function for the URI node, enterUri.

This function is triggered when the listener enters a URI node. On line 6 we store

the string representation of the URI node in a string variable named categorizer.

On line 7, we initialize a regular expression variable that has the value of the regular

expression specified with the Categorization keyword in Listing 5.1. Note that we
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can have more than one regular expression matching for the same node. The first

regular expression match decides the type of the parsed message. When we have a

successful match, we add a the parse tree to a list of Login messages.

Application Data Node. On line 8 in Listing 5.1, we use the DataNode keyword

to specify which node of the main grammar contains application data that need to

be parsed with an application-specific grammar. DataNode takes two arguments.

The first argument is the name of the node that needs to be parsed. We chose

the message body node as the node that contains the application data. The second

argument is the name of the grammar that should parse the data node. In our

example, we chose the LoginHTTP grammar to parse the message body node. We

show how the DataNode is translated to C++ code in Listing 5.5.

Listing 5.5 Translated Code for Data Node Extraction.

1 class LoginHTTP_MessagebodyGrabber : public

HTTPParserBaseListener {

2 private:

3 list <string > message_part_list;

4 public:

5 void enterMessage_body(HTTPParser ::

Message_bodyContext * ctx) {

6 message_part_list.push_back(ctx ->getText ());

7 }

8 void set_message_part_list(list <string > parse_tree){

9 tree_list = parse_tree;

10 }

11 list <string > get_message_part_list (){

12 return message_part_list;

13 }

14 void clear () {

15 message_part_list.clear ();

16 }

17 };
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Listing 5.5 is a C++ class that inherits the main grammar parser (HTTP parser)

class. We need the main grammar here since the node that we wish to extract is part

of the main grammar. On line 5 from Listing 5.5, we define a callback function called

enterMessage body. This is the same node specified on line 8 in Listing 5.1.

Node Routines. The specification language allows us to apply routines to the

application data discovered by the targeted parser. The purpose of these routines

is to show that we have access to the application-specific data. As an example,

we implemented the print function which prints out an element to the standard

output. Two arguments follow the print keyword: the name of an application-

specific grammar and the name of the node in that grammar that we wish to print

on the screen. We use print to print out the username password nodes on lines 10

and 11 in Listing 5.1. Listing 5.6 shows the C++ code generated by the print

keyword.

Listing 5.6 Printing Application Data Nodes in the Translated Code.

1 class _LoginHTTPParser_ : public

LoginHTTPParserBaseListener {

2 public:

3 void enterUsername(LoginHTTPParser :: UsernameContext

* ctx) {

4 cout << ctx ->getText () << endl;

5 }

6 void enterPassword(LoginHTTPParser :: PasswordContext

* ctx) {

7 cout << ctx ->getText () << endl;

8 }

9 };

The class in Listing 5.6 inherits the LoginHTTP parser. Which is a parser generated

from the application-specific grammar LoginHTTP grammar. This grammar is used
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to parse the Login data found in the HTTP login message for phpBB. We use callback

functions for each of the nodes to print them out. We print out the ndoes using the

C++ command cout.

5.2 Translation

To implement our Parser Specifications Language (PSL), we created a translator. The

translator translates the specification file into a C++ program ready to be compiled.

The generated C++ program has a fixed structure. That structure is composed of

the following:

1. Include statements: These include all the libraries and the grammar headers

generated by ANTLR that are required by the parser being generated;

2. Subgrammars Parsers Classes: These are classes that represent different sub-

grammar parsers that were specified in the PSL. These classes also include

callbacks of all the routines that were specified for particular nodes;

3. Message Part Extractor: This particular class has a callback function that ex-

tracts the node of the main parser’s parse tree that contains the application

data we are looking for;

4. Categorizing Listener: This class contains callback functions that will categorize

the protocol messages. It contains the names of the subgrammars specified, reg-

ular expressions and categorizing nodes. Regular expressions and categorizing

nodes are in pairs;

5. Main Function: This is the main function of the generated parser program that

uses all of the previously mentioned classes and functions to execute the parsing.
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TypeRegex

- type : string
- regex : string

Scope

- name: string
- parent: Scope*
- symbols: list<string>

+ insert_symbol(symbol: string): int
+ lookup_symbol(symbol: string): int

Type

- name: string
- categorizing_node: string
- regex: string
- next: Type*

+ add_type(type_name: string, node_regex: string)
+ get_regex_from_name(type_name: string) : string

CategorizingNode

- node: string
- subgrammar_regex: list<TypeRegex>*
- next : CategorizingNode*

+ add_categorizing_node(categorizing_node: string, 
current_node: CategorizingNode*, subgrammar: string, 
regex: string) : int
+ generate_subgrammar_messages_definitions( 
current_node: CategorizingNode*)
+ generate_set_and_get_for_subgrammar_messages()
+ generate_categorizing_function(current_node: 
CategorizingNode*)

NodeRoutines

- node: string
- routines: list<string>

+ print_out_node_routines()

GrammarRoutine

- grammar_name: string
- node_routines: list<NodeRoutines>
- next: GrammarRoutine*

+ print_out_grammar_routines_with_nodes_routines()
+ generate_custom_grammar_parser_classes()
+ generate_custom_grammar_parser_functions( 
current_grammar_name: string, 
current_node_routines: list<NodeRoutines>*)
+ function_handler(routine: string, parameter: string)
+ add_grammar_routine(new_grammar_routine: 
GrammarRoutine*) : int
+ add_node_routine_to_grammar(grammar: string, 
node_routine: NodeRoutine) : int
+ add_new_node_routine(node_routine: NodeRoutine)
+ generate_message_body_grabber(subgrammar: 
string)
+ generate_categorizing_listener(current_node: 
GrammarRoutine*)

NodeRoutine

- node: string
- routine: string

+ print_out_node_routine()

*

1

*
1

Figure 5.2: Implemented Classes for the PSL Translator.

To do the translation, we implemented the classes shown in Figure 5.2 along with

their dependencies and cardinalities. We explain each of the classes below:

• CategorizingNode. The CategorizingNode class is used to keep track of the

nodes that will be used to categorize messages into types. It holds the name of
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a categorizing node and the list of SubgrammarRegex objects.

• TypeRegex. The TypeRegex class is used to keep track of which regular

expression relates to which type.

• NodeRoutines. The NodeRoutines class is used to keep track of all the rou-

tines or functions that are applied to a particular node.

• NodeRoutine. The NodeRoutine class is used to implement built-in functions

such as print. NodeRoutine allows us to know what built-in function is applied

to what node. It is similar to NodeRoutines, however, the two classes are used

separately.

• Scope. The Scope class keeps track of the scope that we are in. This is

important since in PSL we can declare a scope for the main grammar and for

each message type. The Scope class has two methods: insert symbol and

lookup symbol. These methods are used to keep track of different variables

used within a scope, however, we do not make use of them in our work. We

added those methods in case we want to implement variables in our future work.

• Type. The Type class keeps track of all the message types that are defined

in PSL. The Type class holds the name of the message type, the node that

categorizes that message type and the regular expression that should be matched

to categorize the message type.

• GrammarRoutine. The GrammarRoutine class is that largest class in our

translator. It holds the names of the grammars that are specified in the PSL

file and keeps track of all the routines that should be applied for each grammar.

Our translator is not optimized and is far from ideal. However, we built it as a proof
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of concept. The classes are used in the translation by using callbacks triggered while

parsring a parser specifications file. The parsing is done in the translator by using an

ANTLR generated file. The grammar we use to parse PSL, written in EBNF format,

is shown in Figure 5.7.

Listing 5.7 The PSL Grammar File in ANTLR.

1 parser grammar ParserSpecificationsParser;

2 options {

3 tokenVocab = ParserSpecificationsLexer;

4 }

5 main: row*;

6 row: specifications_line comment?

7 | specifications_block comment?

8 | comment

9 | NEWLINE

10 ;

11 specifications_block: function_call LBRACE (NEWLINE |

specifications_line | comment)* RBRACE;

12 specifications_line: statement

13 | function_call

14 | expression

15 ;

16 declaration: ID EQUAL expression;

17 function_call: (ID | keyword) LPARA (expression (COMMA

expression)*)? RPARA;

18 statement: (declaration | (parameter operation parameter

(operation parameter)*)) (NEWLINE | EOF)?;

19 parameter: expression;

20 expression: object | STRING | ID | NUMBER;

21 object: ID (DOT ID)*;

22 operation: LESSTHAN | LESSTHANOREQUAL | MORETHAN |

MORETHANOREQUAL | EQUAL | NOTEQUAL | OR | CONTAIN |

WHEN;

23 keyword: MAINGRAMMAR | SUBGRAMMAR | PRINT |

CATEGORIZINGNODE | CATEGORIZINGREGEX | PARENTGRAMMAR

| CATEGORIZATION | DATANODE;

24 comment: HASH (~( NEWLINE | EOF))* (NEWLINE | EOF)?;
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5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we talked about the parser specification language and how we used

ANTLR to implement a translator from the specification language to C++ code. In

the next chapter, we talk about the constraint engine we developed to test our parsing

framework in an intrusion detection setup.
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Chapter 6

The Constraint Engine

In this chapter, we talk about the constraint engine we developed. A constraint is a

limitation or a restriction on something. In our work, constraints are restrictions on

application data going through a network. The constraint engine is a module that

evaluates application data according to constraint we specify. Evaluating constraints

is one of the main components of a constraint-based IDS. We discuss two different

types of constraints: single message and multi-message constraints. We also give

examples of each type of constraints. The objective of the constraint engine is to

demonstrate how our parser can be used to generate appropriate data for a constraint

engine to use.

6.1 Single-message Constraints

Single-message constraints are constraints that are evaluated against a single protocol

message, independent of other messages. Such an example would be Application

Constraint 1 (AC1).

AC1: An input username must only contain characters that belong to a prede-

fined list of characters. This constraint is important to detect unauthorized logins,
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successful or not. We show an example in Figure 6.1.

phpBB ServerHost

Login Message

Username: admin

Password: ******

phpBB ServerHost

Login Message

Username: Admin

Password: ******

phpBB ServerHost

Login Message

Username: user1

Password: ******

phpBB ServerHost

Login Message

Username: “ OR 1=1 --

Password: ******

1.

2.

3.

4.

AC1: 

AC1: 

AC1: 

AC1: 

Figure 6.1: Username Verification Example.

In Figure 6.1, we show a host trying four different login attempts. AC1 is set to only

allow the characters of the word admin in the username. Any other character found
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in the username will trigger a violation of AC1. Only the first attempt, when the

host logged in using admin, satisfied AC1. Login 2 used an uppercase character which

violated AC1. Login 3 used a completely different username with illegal characters

so it triggered AC1. The last login attempted an SQL injection attack which used

characters other than that in admin and thus triggered a violation of AC1 too. This

example shows how AC1 can be used to detect anyone trying to login to a restricted

system. However, we realise that AC1 is not completely bullet-proof as an attacker

can use admin and brute-force the Password field. AC1 is an example to show the

capabilities of our work.

To implement AC1, we include a character verification function in the constraint

engine module. This function takes as input the set of valid characters and a string

to verify. To integrate this functionality in our parser, we make use of the callback

functions generated by ANTLR. The callback functions are functions that are called

when the parser reaches a non-terminal node. When an input value is parsed, we call

the character verification function from our Constraint Engine with the non-terminal

value as input. The process is presented in Figure 6.2.

Validate
FunctionCallback

Parse Tree

Parse Tree Listener Constraint Engine

Output

Logs

Figure 6.2: Single-message Constraint Verification Process.
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In Figure 6.3, we show an example on how AC1 functions in the Constraint Engine.

Parser

Login:

Username: moe

Password: 

myp@ssw0rd

POST /phpbb/login.php?db=test HTTP/1.1

Host: myserver.com

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; 

Linux x86_64; rv:64.0) Gecko/20100101 

Firefox/64.0

Accept: */*

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

…

username=moe&password=myp@ssw0rd&

login=Login&redirect=.%2Findex.php%

Constraint Engine

Character 

Validation

Allowed 

Characters for 

Username

Allowed 

Characters for 

Password

Results

Login message

Figure 6.3: Single-message Constraint Verification Example.

First, an HTTP Login message arrives at the parser. The parser extracts the username

and the password from the HTTP message and sends their values to the Constraint

Engine. The Constraint Engine has a list of characters that are a allowed by AC1.

The Constraint Engine compares each of the values of the username and the password

to the list of allowed characters. The results are then displayed as logs. A violation

will be shown in case of the presence of a character in the username or in the password

that is not present in the predefined list of characters.

6.2 Multi-message Constraints

For the multi-message constraints, the constraint engine has to refer to more than

one message to evaluate whether there has been a violation or not. An example of a

multi-message constraint is AC2.

AC2: A request sent to the server with a set session ID must be issued from

the host IP that logged in and received that session ID. AC2 is important to detect

session hijacking. An attacker may extract a session ID from the network traffic
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between a host and a server. Then, the attacker may use the session ID to gain

access to restricted information. AC2 makes sure that network requests have not

been hijacked by making sure that a host sending a request with a set session ID

has actually previously logged in to that session. AC2 requires the constraint engine

to keep track of the IPs the logins are from and the session IDs used in HTTP

requests. We derive a solution from the Instantiate, Bind, Evaluate and Destroy

model developed by Hasan et al. [16]. For AC2, we use the categorization feature of

our parser to categorize AC2 related messages into three different categories: Login

messages, request messages and logout messages.

Login Messages: The login messages represent the Instantiate phase. Here,

we initialize a binary search tree (BST) that will hold information required by the

constraint engine to evaluate AC2. We will call this tree the Constraint BST. The

nodes of the Constraint BST hold IP and session ID (SID) pairs of hosts that have

logged in. If the Constraint BST already exists for AC2, then a new login message

will represent a new AC2 instance which will be a new node on the current Constraint

BST.

Request Messages: Request messages represent any message sent from a client

to a server that has a set SID. Whenever such a message is parsed by our parser, the

IP address and the SID pair is looked up in our Constraint BST. If no such pair is

found, an AC2 violation is flagged. This is the Evaluate phase of our model. In AC2,

the Bind phase was not required.

Logout Message: These are the messages sent when a client logs out of this

session. When a client logs out, we should clear the Constraint BST from the node

that was created at the login of that client. To do that, we delete the node that
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contains the IP and session ID pair that has logged out. This is the Destroy phase

of our model. The implementation of a multi-message constraint in our framework is

represented in Figure 6.4.

Constraint
Engine

Instantiate,	Bind,
Evaluate	or	Destroy

Parse	Tree
Listener

Callback

Parse	Tree Constraint	BST

Insert,	Modify,
Lookup	or	Delete

Results

Logs

Output

Figure 6.4: Multi-message Constraint Verification Process.

In Figure 6.5, we show an example of how AC2 functions in the Constraint Engine.

Parser

Login:

Session ID: 

123456789abcdef

IP: 192.168.1.2

POST /phpbb/login.php?db=test HTTP/1.1

Host: myserver.com

Session-Id: 123456789abcdef

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

…

username=moe&password=myp@ssw0rd&login

=Login&redirect=.%2Findex.php%

Constraint Engine

Lookup 

SID-IP pair Results

Request:

Session ID: 

123456789abcdef

IP: 192.168.1.2

Login Message

GET /phpbb/home.php HTTP/1.1

Host: myserver.com

Session-Id: 123456789abcdef

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

…

Request Message

Save 

SID-IP pair

Logout:

Session ID: 

123456789abcdef

IP: 192.168.1.2

Delete

SID-IP pair
GET /phpbb/logout.php?sid=123456789abcdef

HTTP/1.1

Host: myserver.com

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Connection: keep-alive

…

Logout Message

Figure 6.5: Multi-message Constraint Verification Example.

Since we are showing an example of a multi-message constraint, we have three different

HTTP messages in our example. Each message represents a phase of AC2. The
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Login messages is the message when a user logs in to the phpBB application. In this

example, we only care about the SID of the Login request and not the username or

password. We use the parser to extract the SID from the HTTP Login message and

send it to the parser. For AC2, we need to keep track of the IP address, which is

present at the network layer and not the application layer, therefore, we cannot see

it within the HTTP message. We explicitly implement an IP tracker in our parser to

keep track of the IP address that HTTP message originated from. The Login data

(SID and IP) gets saved in the Constraint Engine for future reference during the

AC2 life cycle. The second message that arrives is a normal message requesting the

home page. This message has a set SID, so it qualifies for the AC2 verification. The

verification checks whether or not the SID-IP pair is present in the saved data in the

Constraint Engine. As a reminder, that SID-IP pairs are saved in a Constraint BST.

Here, if the SID-IP pair was not found in the Constraint BST, a violation is reported

by the Constraint Engine. The last message that arrives is a Logout message. The

Logout message triggers the delete SID-IP pair function in the Constraint Engine.

This function deletes the saved SID-IP pair since the user has logged out. If a request

message was received after the SID-IP pair was deleted, the message will be flagged

as a violation and it would be reported by the Constraint Engine.

6.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we talk about the constraint engine we developed to test our parser

framework. We talk about two different types of constraint: single message and

multi-message constraints and give an example of each. At the moment of writing

the thesis, the Constraint Engine is still manually implemented. In the future, we
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plan on creating a constraint specifications language to auto-generate the Constraint

Engine. In the next chapter, we evaluate our work by testing our parser and constraint

engine on applications that run over text-based protocols such as HTTP and SMTP.
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Chapter 7

Validation

In this chapter, we test our parser on four different applications that run over text-

based protocols. Three applications run over HTTP (graphDB, phpBB, phpMyAd-

min) and one runs over SMTP (squirrelMail). We then test how the parser works with

a constraint engine to detect intrusions that are based on constraints. We implement

three different constraints to be used in our evaluation.

We split our evaluation into two main sections: Evaluating the parser framework

and evaluating the system as a whole. The reason is that the parser framework is a

system by itself that may be used in applications other than in an IDS. Therefore,

we want to evaluate its capabilities distinctly.

7.1 Evaluating the Parser Framework

We generated multiple parsers using the parser specification language to test our

framework. Each parser refers to a particular application built on top of a text-based

protocol. We apply those parsers to TCP streams we generated from the application’s

network traffic. The details of the tests are described below.
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Listing 7.1 Parser Specifications for GraphDB.

1 # Parser specifcations for parsing graph db traffic

2 MainGrammar(HTTP , "HTTP") {

3 # main grammar scope

4 }

5 Type(query , "query") {

6 # we are looking for the sparql query reqeusts to the

server

7 Categorization("accept_info", ".*sparql -results \\+ json

.*")

8 DataNode("message_body", "SparqlHTTP")

9 # testing

10 print("SparqlHTTP", "predicate")

11 }

12 Type(result , "result") {

13 # we are looking for the results of our sparql

14 # queries sent by the server

15 Categorization("content_type", ".*sparql -results \\+

json.*")

16 DataNode("message_body", "Json")

17 # testing

18 print("Json", "json_value")

19 }

7.1.1 Evaluation with GraphDB

GraphDB [15] is a web implementation of a graph database that uses SPARQL [26]

as a querying language. The GraphDB interface communicates with its server via

HTTP, sending SPARQL queries in the message body and receiving back a JSON

object containing the query results.

To parse GraphDB’s traffic, we wrote an HTTP grammar in ANTLR and specified

it as the main grammar. This main grammar can parse HTTP headers and locate the

message body. It is unable to parse this message body as it can be of any form. Then

we wrote a SPARQL grammar as a subgrammar for parsing the SPARQL queries
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embedded in the HTTP requests. We also wrote a JSON grammar to handle the

server’s reply. Using our specification language, we specified that the categorization of

the GraphDB requests that contain SPARQL queries is done by matching the Accept

Info header of HTTP to the regular expression: ".*sparql-results\\+json.*".

The categorization of the query results messages is done by matching the Content

Type header value to the regular expression: ".*sparql-results\\+json.*". For

testing, we specified in the parser specification language to print out the predicate of

the SPARQL queries and to print out the JSON values of the query results. We show

the specification file for the GraphDB parser in Listing 7.1.

To implement this parser, we need three ANTLR grammar files, one for the HTTP

parser, one for the SPARQL parser and one for the JSON parser. The SPARQL

and JSON parser will parse the payload of the HTTP grammar, which is in the

message body non-terminal. We show the ANTLR definition of the message body

non-terminal below:

message_body: (~(HTTPVERSION1_0 | HTTPVERSION1_1))+;

HTTPVERSION1_0 : ‘HTTP/1.0’;

HTTPVERSION1_1 : ‘HTTP/1.1’;

The message body rule states that any character sequence that is not equal to

‘HTTP/1.0’ or ‘HTTP/1.1’ is part of the message body non-terminal. The reason

for this is that the HTTP messages are sometimes aligned right after each other.

Therefore, the parser needs to keep parsing any character as a message body until we

reach a new message which starts with either ‘HTTP/1.0’ or ‘HTTP/1.1’. We realize

that this is not the optimal parsing rule for the message body since ‘HTTP/1.0’ or

‘HTTP/1.1’ can still appear within a message body, but for our test cases, it was
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good enough. Note that we cannot show the entire HTTP grammar due to the lim-

ited space. The two other grammars, SPARQL and JSON, will be used to parse

the message body node from the HTTP grammar. Listing 7.2 shows the ANTLR

grammar for SPARQL.

Listing 7.2 SPARQL Grammar in ANTLR.

1 main : QUERY EQUAL query;

2 query : prefix* dataset* result pattern modifiers

extensions;

3 prefix : PREFIX prefix_name COLON link;

4 prefix_name : ID;

5 link : LESSTHAN url MORETHAN;

6 url : http COLON FORWARDSLASH FORWARDSLASH (ID | DOT |

ENCODING | DASH | UNDERSCORE | FORWARDSLASH | NUMBER)

*;

7 http : HTTP | HTTPS;

8 dataset : FROM link;

9 result : action (ASTERISK | variables);

10 variables : variable +;

11 variable : QUESTION ID;

12 action : SELECT;

13 pattern : WHERE LBRACE condition+ RBRACE;

14 condition: subject predicate object DOT?;

15 subject : variable

16 | entity;

17 predicate : variable

18 | entity;

19 object : variable

20 | entity

21 | string;

22 string : DQUOTE .*? DQUOTE;

23 entity : ID COLON (ID | NUMBER);

24 modifiers : modifier;

25 modifier: limit;

26 limit : LIMIT NUMBER;

27 extensions : (AND extension)+;

28 extension : (ID | LIMIT) EQUAL (ID | NUMBER);
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We will parse the message body of the HTTP messages that belong to the Query

message type with that SPARQL grammar. As for the Result message type, we will

parse it with the JSON grammar in Listing 7.3.

Listing 7.3 JSON Grammar in ANTLR.

1 main: json;

2 json: json_object

3 | json_array;

4 json_object: LBRACE json_pair (COMMA json_pair)* RBRACE

| LBRACE RBRACE;

5 json_pair: STRING COLON json_value;

6 json_array: LBRACKET json_value (COMMA json_value)*

RBRACKET | LBRACKET RBRACKET;

7 json_value: STRING | NUMBER | json_object | json_array |

TRUE | FALSE | NULLL;

We downloaded GraphDB on a local machine and captured the traffic that involved

various database querying. Our generated parser was able to categorize those mes-

sages and parse the SPARQL queries effectively. The output of our parser can be

seen in Listing 7.4.

We can see in line 2 of Listing 7.4 that the predicate of the SPARQL query used.

%3A is an HTML encoding for the colon character. Therefore, the parsed predicate

is: rdf:type. The rest of the output in Listing 7.4 is the JSON object that contains

the result of the SPARQL query. Note that we removed some of the JSON output as

it was too long to present in the paper.

7.1.2 Evaluation with phpBB

phpBB [27] is an open source bulletin board web-platform used by millions of users. It

mainly uses HTTP for its client-server communication. phpBB includes features such

as posting to forums, commenting on posts, account registration, admin management,
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Listing 7.4 GraphDB Parsing Output.

1 Start of HTTP parser.

2 rdf%3Atype

3 {"vars ":["s"]}

4 ["s"]

5 "s"

6 "uri"

7 "http :// purl.org/dc/elements /1.1/ title"

8 {"s":{" type ":" uri","value ":" http :// purl.org/dc/elements /1.1/

creator "}}

9 {"type ":" uri","value ":" http :// purl.org/dc/elements /1.1/

creator "}

10 "uri"

11 "http :// purl.org/dc/elements /1.1/ creator"

12 End of HTTP parser.

and many others. Those represent different message types in our targeted parsing

framework.

For the Main Grammar, we used the same HTTP grammar we used in the

GraphDB test. That is to show that our framework is modular and reusable. Net-

work engineers using this framework will be able to re-use existing grammars instead

of always writing them from scratch and thus, they can focus their effort on the ap-

plication data subgrammars. We needed new Subgrammars to parse phpBB-specific

application data. We wrote Subgrammars for four different message types: user lo-

gin, user logout, new user registration, and file upload. We generated a parser from

a specifications file and ran it against captured phpBB traffic. We present the used

Subgrammars in the Figures below:
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Listing 7.5 Login Subgrammar for phpBB.

1 main: username_line AND password_line AND (( login_parm

AND redirect) | (redirect mode_param AND sid AND

redirect AND login_parm));

2 username_line: USERNAME EQUAL username;

3 username: (ID | HEX);

4 password_line: PASSWORD EQUAL password;

5 password: TEXT

6 | (ID | HEX);

7 login_parm: LOGIN EQUAL login;

8 login: (ID | HEX);

9 redirect: REDIRECT;

10 mode_param: MODE EQUAL LOGIN;

11 sid: SID EQUAL HEX;

Listing 7.6 Register Subgramamr for phpBB.

1 main: NEWLINE? username AND email AND password AND language

AND tz_date AND tz AND tz_copy AND confirm_code AND

confirm_id AND agreed AND change_lang AND confirm_id AND

submit AND creation_time AND form_token NEWLINE ?;

2 username: USERNAME username_value;

3 username_value: ID;

4 email: EMAIL email_value;

5 email_value: ~(AND | NEWLINE)*;

6 password: NEW_PASSWORD new_password_value AND

CONFIRM_PASSWORD confirm_password_value;

7 new_password_value: password_value;

8 confirm_password_value: password_value;

9 password_value: ~( NEWLINE | AND)+;

10 language: LANGUAGE language_value;

11 language_value: ID;

12 tz_date: TZ_DATE utc_time PLUS MINUS PLUS timezone PLUS

MINUS PLUS date COMMA PLUS a_time;

13 date COMMA PLUS a_time;

14 utc_time: UTC_NUMBER COLON NUMBER;

15 tz: TZ timezone;
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Listing 7.7 Logout Subgrammar for phpBB.

1 main: uri QUESTION variable? (AND variable)* AND? sid (

AND variable)*;

2 uri: ~( QUESTION)+;

3 variable: ID EQUAL variable_value;

4 variable_value: value;

5 sid: SID sid_value;

6 sid_value: value;

7 value: ~(AND | EOF | NEWLINE)+;

Listing 7.8 Upload Subgrammar for phpBB.

1 main: (row new_line ?)* content_type file;

2 content_type: ’Content -Type:’ content_type_value;

3 content_type_value: ID;

4 row: row_value? new_line? MINUS* number new_line

content_disposition SEMICOLON name (SEMICOLON filename)?

new_line;

5 filename: ’filename=’ filename_value;

6 filename_value: STRING;

7 content_disposition: ’Content -Disposition:’

content_disposition_value ;

8 content_disposition_value: ID;

9 name: ’name=’ name_value;

10 name_value: STRING;

11 number: NUMBER;

12 new_line: NEWLINE;

13 row_value: (~’\n’)+;

14 file: .+?;

We generated a parser from a specifications file and ran it against captured phpBB

traffic. The parser was able to recognize all four message types and printed out

application-specific data such as usernames, passwords, and session IDs. We represent

the results in Figures below.
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Parser

POST /phpBB3/ucp.php?mode=login HTTP/1.1

Host: 127.0.0.1

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:61.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/61.0

Accept: 

text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-GB,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

Referer: 

http://127.0.0.1/phpBB3/index.php?sid=2073abc39d09b269a8a23662

842263dd

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Content-Length: 66

Cookie: phpbb3_k82is_u=1; phpbb3_k82is_k=; 

phpbb3_k82is_sid=2073abc39d09b269a8a23662842263dd

Connection: keep-alive

Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1

username=moe3&password=moemoe&login=Login&redirect=.%2Fi

ndex.php%3F

Login message

Start of HTTP parser. 

moe3

moemoe

End of HTTP parser.

Parser Output

Figure 7.1: Login Test Result for phpBB.

Figure 7.1 shows the output after parsing an HTTP message of type Login.

Parser

GET 

/phpBB3/ucp.php?mode=logout&sid=05db93c6626eb84d6315adfa00

f63f3e HTTP/1.1

Host: 127.0.0.1

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:61.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/61.0

Accept: 

text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Language: en-GB,en;q=0.5

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflateReferer: 

http://127.0.0.1/phpBB3/index.php

Cookie: phpbb3_k82is_u=48; phpbb3_k82is_k=; 

phpbb3_k82is_sid=05db93c6626eb84d6315adfa00f63f3e

Connection: keep-alive

Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1

Logout message

Start of HTTP  parser.

05db93c6626eb84d6315adfa00f63f3e

End of HTTP parser.

Parser Output

Figure 7.2: Logout Test Result for phpBB.

Figure 7.2 shows the output after parsing an HTTP message of type Logout.
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Parser

POST /phpBB3/posting.php?mode=post&f=3 HTTP/1.1

Host: 127.0.0.1

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:61.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/61.0

Accept: */*

Accept-Language: en-GB,en;q=0.5Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

Referer: http://127.0.0.1/phpBB3/posting.php?mode=post&f=3

x-phpbb-using-plupload: 1

x-requested-with: XMLHttpRequest

Content-Length: 4176

Content-Type: multipart/form-data; boundary=---------------------------

117508657319523796891478625231Connection: keep-alive

…

-----------------------------117508657319523796891478625231

Content-Disposition: form-data; name="fileupload"; 

filename="linux.png“

Content-Type: image/png

Upload message

Start of HTTP parser. 

"linux.png“

End of HTTP parser.

Parser Output

Figure 7.3: Upload Test Result of phpBB.

Figure 7.3 shows the output after parsing an HTTP message of type Upload. Note

that we omitted some of the input messages for the sake of brevity.

7.1.3 Evaluating with phpMyAdmin

We will now test our framework against traffic generated by phpMyAdmin. php-

MyAdmin is a web-based database management platform where users can interact

with multiple databases and execute queries on them. A sample HTTP[10] message

sent from a browser to a phpMyAdmin server is shown in figure 7.9.

The SQL query that we are looking for is embedded in the payload of the HTTP

message in lines 19 and 20. It is not an intuitive format and needs a custom grammar

to be parsed effectively.
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Listing 7.9 A Sample HTTP Message sent to a phpmyadmin Server.

1 POST /phpmyadmin/lint.php HTTP /1.1

2 Host: localhost

3 User -Agent: Mozilla /5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv

:64.0) Gecko /20100101 Firefox /64.0

4 Accept: application/json , text/javascript , */*; q=0.01

5 Cookie: pmaCookieVer =5; pma_lang=en;

pma_collation_connection=utf8mb4_unicode_ci;

6

7 sql_query=SELECT +*+ FROM +%60 name %60+ WHERE+name.year +%3E

+1500& token =5880 b61e8266ccf869ef7e33b62836ba&server

=1& no_history=true&_nocache =1546644441607856778

Parser

POST /phpmyadmin/lint.php HTTP/1.1

Host: localhost

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux x86_64; rv:64.0) 

Gecko/20100101 Firefox/64.0

Accept: application/json, text/javascript, */*; q=0.01

Cookie: pmaCookieVer=5; pma_lang=en; 

pma_collation_connection=utf8mb4_unicode_ci;pmaUser-

1=%7B%22iv%22%3A%22D22iyhZMNwLP0L21Tj7bAg

%3D%3D%22%2C%22mac%22%3A%227f3cb94e0f6b2a149

f5f35d3e4b5fbb7116364%22%2C%22payload%22%3A%226R

xQgK29npVLsQW6v1geDA%3D%3D%22%

sql_query=SELECT+*+FROM+%60name%60

+WHERE+name.year+%3E+1500&token=588

0b61e8266ccf869ef7e33b62836ba&server

=1&no_history=true&_nocache=15466

44441607856778

phpMyAdmin query message

Start of HTTP parser.

SELECT * FROM name WHERE 

name.YEAR %3E 1500

End of HTTP parser.

Parser Output

Figure 7.4: Test Result for phpMyAdmin.

Figure 7.4 shows the result we got after parsing an HTTP message holding an SQL

query for phpMyAdmin.

7.1.4 Evaluation with Email Messages

We can apply our framework to applications built on top of text-based protocols other

than HTTP. We will test the effectiveness of the targeted-parsing framework on
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Listing 7.10 Main Grammar for SMTP in ANTLR.

1 main: (message NEWLINE ?)*;

2 message: request | reply;

3 reply: reply_code .*? NEWLINE;

4 reply_code: NUMBER;

5 request: email NEWLINE

6 | ID .*? NEWLINE;

7 email: email_header+ .*? NEWLINE+ DOT;

8 email_header: ID COLON .*? NEWLINE +;

Listing 7.11 Email Subgrammar in ANTLR.

1 main: headers content;

2 headers: (header NEWLINE)+;

3 header: date | to | from | reply_to | subject |

mime_version | content_type |

content_transfer_encoding | extension_header;

4 extension_header: extension_name COLON (extension_value

NEWLINE)+? header ?;

5 extension_name: ID;

6 extension_value: ~( NEWLINE)+;

7 date: DATE COLON ~( NEWLINE)*;

8 to: TO COLON email | TO COLON ID LESSTHAN email MORETHAN

;

9 email: (ID | NUMBER | UNDERSCORE | DOT)* AT host;

10 host: ID (DOT ID)*;

11 from: FROM COLON email | FROM COLON ID LESSTHAN email

MORETHAN;

12 link: (HTTP | HTTPS)? (ID | NUMBER | UNDERSCORE) ((DOT)

(ID | NUMBER | UNDERSCORE))+;

13 ...

email messages sent via SMTP. To collect SMTP traffic, we set up a local email server

(SquirrelMail v 1.4.22) on an Ubuntu machine and created random user accounts. We

sent emails between the accounts and captured the network traffic using Wireshark.
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We used a basic SMTP grammar as our Main Grammar. We used a Subgrammar

that parses email messages found in SMTP traffic. To make things more interesting,

we added a specific rule in the email subgrammar that parses website links. Then we

specified in our parser specifications file to print out who the email message is from

and who it is to and all the web links in that message. We present the SMTP Main

Grammar in Listing 7.10 and the Email Subgrammar in Listing 7.11. Figure 7.12

shows the parser specifications file used for our SMTP parsing test.

Listing 7.12 Specifying the SMTP Parser.

1 # Parser Specifications file for SMTP Parser

2 MainGrammar(SMTP , "SMTP") {

3 # Main Grammar Scope

4 }

5 Type(email , "email") {

6 Categorization("email", "(.|\\n|\\r)*")

7 DataNode("email", "EMAIL")

8 print("EMAIL", "from")

9 print("EMAIL", "to")

10 print("EMAIL", "link")

11 }

Below we show the output from our parser after we ran it on the SMTP traffic.

Start of SMTP parser.

From:zoe@example.com

To:moe@localhost

http://example.com

End of SMTP parser.

Not only does it show an extracted link, but it also provides who the message is from

and who it is to. That is an application of our framework that we did not intend. It

shows how flexible the parser is in manipulating the application data, regardless of
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its format. That is a useful characteristic that is needed to detect intrusions at an

application level.

7.2 Evaluation with the Constraint Engine

After making sure that our parser framework is effective at parsing text-based protocol

data, we moved to evaluating our whole system which consists of the TCP stream

assembler, the parser framework and the Constraint Engine. The input to this system

will be PCAP files and the output will be logs representing any constraint violation

found in the PCAP files. For the constraints, we implemented two constraints:

AC1: A login username’s characters must belong to a predefined set of characters.

This represents what we call a single-message constraint.

AC2: A request to the server with a set session ID must only be issued from a

client IP address that logged in to that session ID. This represents a multi-message

constraint.

To implement AC1, we need to use the callback for the login username and vali-

date the element’s characters using the built-in function in our constraint engine for

character validation. Since login is a specific type of HTTP requests, we will use

a callback from the Login subgrammar. The callback implementation is shown in

Listing 7.13.
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Listing 7.13 Implementing the Username Callbacks.

1 class _LoginHTTPParser_ : public

LoginHTTPParserBaseListener {

2 private:

3 char valid_username_chars [26] = {’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’,

’e’, ’f’, ’g’, ’h’, ’i’, ’j’, ’k’, ’l’, ’m’, ’n’, ’o

’, ’p’, ’q’, ’r’, ’s’, ’t’, ’u’, ’v’, ’w’, ’x’, ’y’,

’z’};

4 public:

5 void enterUsername(LoginHTTPParser :: UsernameContext

* ctx) {

6 cout << "Username: " << ctx ->getText () << endl;

7 ConstraintEngine :: validate_text(ctx ->getText (),

valid_username_chars , "username");

8 }

9 void enterPassword(LoginHTTPParser :: PasswordContext

* ctx) {

10 cout << "Password: " << ctx ->getText () << endl;

11 }

12 };

On line 3, we can see the array of valid characters. For our test case, we provided the

lower-case alphabet to be the valid characters for the username value. The function

enterUsername is the callback template function created by our ANTLR Login sub-

grammar. Inside the callback function, we use cout to print out the username for ver-

ification of the parsed username value and we call the static function validate text

from the ConstraintEngine class on line 7.

As for AC2, we require a multi-message constraint implementation. AC2 will be

initialized whenever a client logs in. After that, each HTTP message with a set session

ID will be evaluated for AC2. Finally, the AC2 instance will be destroyed when the

client logs out. We included a separate function for each of the three phases in the

ConstraintEngine class. Those functions can be seen in Listing 7.14.
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Listing 7.14 Implemeting a Multi-message Constraint.

1 static void AC2_initialize(IPv4Address client_ip , string

sid) {

2 IPSID *new_ip_sid = new IPSID(client_ip , sid);

3 root_ip_sid_node ->insert_node(new_ip_sid ,

root_ip_sid_node);

4 }

5 static void AC2_evaluate(IPv4Address client_ip , string

sid) {

6 if(! root_ip_sid_node ->lookup_sid_ip_pair(client_ip ,

sid , root_ip_sid_node)) {

7 cout << "C2 violation detected , SID -IP pair " << sid

<< "-" << client_ip.to_string () << " not found in

constraint tree." << endl;

8 }

9 }

10 static void AC2_destroy(string sid) {

11 root_ip_sid_node = root_ip_sid_node ->

delete_ip_sid_node(sid , root_ip_sid_node);

12 }

The root ip sid node pointer is a global variable that points to the root of the

AC2 Constraint Tree. The Constraint Tree has a regular implementation of a Binary

Search Tree with node addition, search and deletion functionalities which represent

the Instantiatie, Evaluate and Destory phases respectively.

We need to call each function shown in Listing 7.14 at the right time. We should

call AC2 initialize() when a new user logs in. A successful log in is represented

when the server sends an HTTP message to a client with a Set-Cookie header that

contains a session ID. Our target application here is phpBB and by analyzing the

phpBB traffic, we found that a session ID is stored in a cookie with the name:

phpbb3 dww2a sid. Therefore, the message that sets the phpbb3 dww2a sid cookie

will be our AC2 initialization trigger. This implementation can be seen in Listing 7.15.
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Listing 7.15 Multi-message Constarint Initialization.

1 void enterSet_cookie(HTTPParser :: Set_cookieContext * ctx

) {

2 string cookie = ctx ->cookie_entry ()[0]->

cookie_definition ()->getText ();

3 regex SidSet_e_0("phpbb3_dww2a_sid =.*");

4 if(regex_match(cookie , SidSet_e_0)) {

5 // AC2 initialization

6 string sid = ctx ->cookie_entry ()[0]->

cookie_definition ()->cookie_value ()->getText ();

7 ConstraintEngine :: AC2_initialize(client_ip , sid)

;

8 }

9 }

Listing 7.16 Multi-message Constraint Evaluation.

1 class _PhpbbCookiesParser_ : public

PhpbbCookiesParserBaseListener {

2 private:

3 IPv4Address client_ip;

4 public:

5 void enterSid_cookie_value(PhpbbCookiesParser ::

Sid_cookie_valueContext * ctx) {

6 // AC2 Evaluate

7 string sid = ctx ->getText ();

8 ConstraintEngine :: AC2_evaluate(client_ip , sid);

9 }

10 void set_client_ip(IPv4Address ip) {

11 client_ip = ip;

12 }

13 IPv4Address get_client_ip () {

14 return client_ip;

15 }

16 };

We should call AC2 evaluate() whenever an HTTP request is made to the phpBB
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server that contains cookie with a set session ID. To categorize those messages, we

implemented a new subgrammar that parses cookies sent by a client. Then we called

the AC2 evaluate() function in the session ID cookie callback function. The imple-

mentation of such a listener can be seen in Listing 7.16

Finally, we call the AC2 destroy() function when a user logs out. We use a

callback from the Logout subgrammar to trigger AC2 destroy(). The implementation

of such a listener is shown in Listing 7.17.

Listing 7.17 Multi-message Constraint Destroy Phase.

1 class _LogoutHTTPParser_ : public

LogoutHTTPParserBaseListener {

2 public:

3 void enterSid_value(LogoutHTTPParser ::

Sid_valueContext * ctx) {

4 // AC2 Destroy

5 cout << "Logout SID: " << ctx ->getText () << endl;

6 string sid = ctx ->getText ();

7 ConstraintEngine :: AC2_destroy(sid);

8 }

9 };

One more thing to mention in the implementation is the handling of the IP address.

It is evident that the IP address was explicitly passed into our functions. The IP

address required its own explicit handling since it is not found in the application

layer. We passed the IP address from the network layer to the application layer as

seen in our code.

To test our hypothesis, we captured some sample phpBB traffic. We ran our IDS,

which contains the AC1 and AC2 implementations, against the captured phpBB taffic.

The IDS triggered an AC1 violation whenever a login was made with a username that
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contains a character that does not belong to the predefined list. As for AC2, one false

positive was flagged in the first few packets as there was a set session ID but no login

happened yet. After we logged in and started browsing phpBB, there were no AC2

flags. This was expected since no session-hijack had happened to trigger AC2. To test

for a true positive for AC2, we manually modified the captured phpBB traffic. We

randomly changed one of the SIDs that belonged to an HTTP message after login.

We ran the IDS again and a true positive was flagged for your changed SID.

1 Start of HTTP IDS.

2 AC1 violation detected, invalid character(3)

found in username: moe3

3 End of HTTP IDS.

Lines 1 and 3 in the Figure above tell the user that the IDS has started and ended

successfully. Line 2 shows the AC1 violation. It reports that the invalid character

detected was the number 3 and the input was moe3, which is the invalid username we

used for our test.

Listing 7.18 Multi-message Constraint Test Result.

1 Start of HTTP IDS.

2 AC2 violation detected , SID -IP pair 4882

d90acbff9cb17bd624b361ff7f7c -127.0.0.1 not found in

constraint tree.

3 logged in sid: a27a4c5a9c040ec5c6f10678673cba64

4 AC2 violation detected , SID -IP pair

a27a4c5a9c040ec5c6f10678673cba65 -127.0.0.1 not found

in constraint tree.

5 line 1:8 mismatched input ’*’ expecting ’/’

6 line 1:8 mismatched input ’*’ expecting ’/’

7 End of HTTP IDS.

Line 2 in Listing 7.18 shows the AC2 violation. It reports that it found a session ID
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(SID) coming from an IP that has not logged in with that SID. Here, this is a false

positive. When we first started the IDS and before we logged in to a phpBB user,

there was already a SID being sent to the phpBB server. This SID is not bound to

a user, but to the session used by the browser to access the phpBB website. Line

3 shows the SID that we received when we logged in. After that, there were no

violations until we reached the HTTP message that we manually modified. Compare

the least significant digit of our logged in SID and the least significant digit of the

SID on Line 4. As for Lines 5 and 6, those are errors thrown by our parser. It seems

that we didn’t handle the * character in the parsing of the URI in the first line of an

HTTP request.

To further explore the abilities of our IDS, we added a new constraint (AC3) which

is a single-message constraint similar to AC1. AC3 states: Any template modification

should only contain characters that belong to a predefined set of characters. The

reason for AC3 is that there exists an exploit in the phpBB templates editing feature.

An admin with enough access to edit the forum’s HTML templates can execute system

commands on the machine hosting the phpBB application. We use AC3 to limit the

characters that can be used in modifying a template. A modified phpBB template

with malicious php code is shown in Listing 7.19. Note that some of the irrelevant

HTML code has been removed for a clearer presentation.
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Listing 7.19 An HTML Template for phpBB with Augmented php Code.

1 <div id="page -footer">

2 <div class="navbar">

3 <div class="copyright" >{CREDIT_LINE}

4 <!-- IF TRANSLATION_INFO --><br/>{ TRANSLATION_INFO}

<!-- ENDIF -->

5 <!-- IF DEBUG_OUTPUT --><br/>{ DEBUG_OUTPUT} <!-- ENDIF

-->

6 <!-- IF U_ACP --><br/><strong ><a href="{U_ACP}" >{

L_ACP}</a></strong ><!-- ENDIF -->

7 </div >

8 </div >

9 </div >

10 <div >

11 <!-- IF not S_IS_BOT -->{RUN_CRON_TASK} <!-- ENDIF -->

12 </div >

13 </body >

14 <!-- PHP -->echo system("ls -la"); <!-- ENDPHP -->

15 </html >

Line 15 of Listing 7.19 contains a php statement that will execute a command on

the machine that is hosting the phpBB application. The output of that command will

be displayed in any rendered HTML page that contains that template. We expected

that our Constraint Engine will flag an AC3 violation for the usage of a semicolon

within the php code. However, the Constraint Engine did flag an AC3 violation for

line 15, but for the space character. The reason for this is that all the characters were

URL-encoded so the semicolon was %3B which is composed of three characters that

are approved by our constraint. This can be solved by making our parser grammar

encoding-specific and thus, only allow a predefined set of encodings. The space was

parsed and flagged since its URL-encoding is the + character which does not belong

to our predefined set.
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7.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discuss how we evaluated our parsing approach with different

application based on text-based protocols. We use different applications that also

use different network protocols to demonstrate that our parser is generic and flexible.

We also gave an example application of how the parser can be used by a Constraint

Engine to evaluate application data from network traffic. In the next chapter we

conclude our work and talk about future work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we introduce our approach for parsing application data from text-

based network protocol traffic. We use ANTLR to develop a parser framework that

categorizes protocol messages and applies targeted-parsers to specific parts of the

messages. Our parser can be used in traffic analysis applications. We demonstrate

how our approach is applicable in constraint-based intrusion detection system. We

implement our own Constraint Engine and demonstrated how the Constraint Engine

can be used with our parser to detect constraint violation in network traffic. We also

introduce the parser specifications language that is used to automatically generate

parsers. We intend to use our work as a part of an intrusion detection system.

Our parser approach currently supports one level of categorization. For example,

if a message is categorized as a Login message, then we parse it with a Login sub-

grammar. However, we can upgrade our approach to include nested categorization for

even finer categorizing. For example, if we have a message categorized as an upload

HTTP message, we can further categorize the uploaded file. The uploaded file may

be a pdf, word, text, JPEG or any other type. Nested categorization will allow us

to categorize the type of the uploaded file and parse that file with an appropriate
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subgrammar parser. To achieve this, our parser generator must support the ANTLR

feature that allows us to include a grammar within another grammar. This is straight

forward to implement in JAVA, however, in C++ it requires more dedication.

Our parser is built specifically for text-based protocols. However, even text-based

protocols may contain binary data. For example, an image being uploaded via HTTP

will have the binary data of the image within the HTTP body. In the example of

intrusion detection, malicious attackers may hide their attacks within binary files

that are sent via text-based protocols. Right now, our parser is unable to handle any

binary data. We need to combine the existing binary protocol parser [7] with our

text-based protocol parser.

We developed a specification language to automatically generate custom parsers.

To test our generated parsers, we implemented a Constraint Engine that evaluate

constraints on the parsed application data. However, the Constraint Engine was

implemented manually. The Constraint Engine is a key component of a constraint-

based IDS. Therefore, if we plan on developing our work to be part of a constraint-

based IDS, we need to create a specification language to automatically generate the

Constraint Engine. The Constraint Engine Specifications can be part of the Parser

Specifications Language that we introduced in this thesis. Thus, we need to develop

an abstract representation of our constraints.

For our parser to be feasible in a time-sensitive application such as in intrusion

detection, we need the parser to run in real-time. Our approach is compatible with

real-time traffic. The Libtins library that we used to read PCAP files allows us to

bind to a network interface. We tested running in live mode and the parser was

printing application data on our screen as soon as they appear in the traffic. We
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tried to log in to phpBB while running the parser in live mode and the username and

password showed up on our screen. However, we did not extensively research the live

mode as it was outside the scope of our current work.

Finally, it should be mentioned that our evaluation of the parser was qualitative.

We tested the capabilities and applications of our approach. However, we did not do

a quantitative analysis to test the performance of our parser. It is important that the

parser throughput is optimized so that it does not create a bottleneck when deployed

in a network. El Shakankiry and Dean [7] created a parser that has a throughput of

around 1 Gbps. We should aim to achieve a similar performance with our parser.
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